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Front-page illustration:
Icing forecast based on the Marine Icing model for the
Norwegian COast Guard (MINCOG) with input vari-
ables from numerical prediction models of the atmo-
sphere (Arome Arctic 2.5 km), the ocean waves (My
Wave 4 km), and the ocean (Nordic 4 km). The illustra-
tion demonstrates a short-term forecast of icing severity
in the Barents Sea for a day in March 2017. The photo
is provided by The Norwegian Army/Håkon Kjølmoen,
and is an illustration of soldiers on KV Svalbard remov-
ing ice after an icing episode in the Barents Sea in the
same month. Ice was building up in the front part of
the ship despite the fact that the ship is equipped with
heating cables. The x, dotted line, and square are il-
lustrating a presumable position of the ship during the
icing event, the possible route, and the position after-
wards. Since the actual position and timing of the event
are unknown, these graphical elements are fictitious and
only generated for illustration purposes. The dark-grey
filled colour describes the areas with sea ice or the areas
in which the input parameters of the icing model are not
defined.
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Then the Lord answered Job from the storm.
He said:
Who is the mother of the ice?
Who gives birth to the frost from the sky,
when the water becomes hard as stone,





A ship travelling in sub-freezing conditions may encounter sea spray, rain, fog or
snow freezing onto various parts of it. Such ship icing is a well-known threat for
those individuals who have served on ships operating in a cold marine climate. As
de-icing techniques may be energy consuming, accurate prediction of icing is also
desirable from a financial point of view. Throughout the last 60 years there have
been several efforts trying to model this elusive phenomenon. However, the lack of
accurate field observations poses questions to the accuracy of the state-of-the-art
modelling approaches including the parameterization of the physical processes of
the models. As a consequence, the current study presents and utilises icing data
obtained from ship observations in Arctic-Norwegian waters supplemented with
high-resolution reanalysis data. On the basis of a unique data set derived from
observations recorded on a particular ship type of the Norwegian Coast Guard, a
completely new icing model has been developed. Verification of this Marine Icing
model for the Norwegian COast Guard (MINCOG) and comparison to currently-
applied methods in operational weather forecasting, reveals higher accuracy of
MINCOG compared to the other methods. Furthermore, the study stresses the im-
portance of including wave information separately into marine-icing models rather
than incorporating it in the wind-speed parameter. A major finding of the study is
that nature dictates an upper limit to the degree of icing that may arise from wave-
ship interactions, since high waves and very low air temperatures rarely coexist. It
is also highlighted that the inclusion of snow may be important for ship icing to
transpire, and that icing ensues most frequently during cold-air outbreaks from the
ice. In addition, when a more general approach is applied to the icing problem,
a prediction method utilising the temperature at 850 hPa provides a potential for
forecasting icing several days or weeks ahead in time. The prediction models pre-
sented in this study may be incorporated in an ensemble prediction system (EPS)
providing the officer of a ship an early warning about the risk of icing and the




Et skip som beveger seg i omgivelser med temperaturer under 0 grader, kan op-
pleve at sjøsprøyt, regn, tåke eller snø fryser på ulike deler av skipet. Slik skip-
sising er en velkjent trussel for de som har jobbet på skip som opererer i et kaldt
maritimt klima. Siden avising kan være energikrevende, er nøyaktig isingsvarsling
ønskelig også fra et økonomisk ståsted. I løpet av de siste 60 årene har det vært
mange forsøk på å modellere dette kompliserte fenomenet, men mangelen på gode
feltobservasjoner gjør at man må stille spørsmål ved nøyaktigheten til dagens mod-
elleringsmetoder inkludert parameteriseringen av modellenes fysiske prosesser.
Som en følge av dette presenterer og anvender dette studiet isingsdata fremkommet
av skipsobservasjoner fra Arktisk-Norske farvann. Med utgangspunkt i et unikt
datasett utledet av observasjoner utført på en bestemt skipstype fra Den norske
Kystvakt, har en helt ny isingsmodell blitt utviklet. Verifikasjon av denne mar-
itime isingsmodellen for Den norske Kystvakt (MINCOG), og sammenligning med
andre metoder brukt i operasjonell værvarsling, avslører at MINCOG verifiserer
bedre enn de andre metodene. Videre understreker studien viktigheten av å inklud-
ere bølgeinformasjon separat i isingsmodeller brukt over sjø, og ikke inkludert
som en del av vindstyrken. Et hovedfunn i studien er at naturen setter en øvre be-
grensning for mengden ising som kan oppstå på grunn av bølge-skip interaksjoner
fordi høye bølger og veldig lave lufttemperaturer sjeldent opptrer samtidig eller i
de samme områdene. Det er også fremhevet at snø kan være en viktig faktor for at
ising skal kunne forekomme, og at ising oppstår hyppigst i forbindelse med kald-
luftsutbrudd fra isen. Hvis man bruker en overordnet tilnærming til isingsprob-
lematikken, vil en prediksjonsmetode som utnytter temperaturen i 850 hPa, gi et
potensiale for å varsle ising dager eller uker framover i tid. Prediksjonsmodellene
som presenteres i studien kan bli inkludert i et ensemblevarslingssystem (EPS) som
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CFD - Computational Fluid Dynamics
ECMWF - European Centre for Medium-ranged Weather Forecasts
EPS - Ensemble Prediction System
ERA-Interim - Global atmospheric reanalysis from ECMWF (Dee et al.,
2011)
HIRLAM - HIghResolution Limited Area Model
GFS - Global Forecast System (NCEP, 2017)
GMSS - Gandin-Murphy Skill Score (categorical verification score)
HSS - Heidke Skill Score (categorical verification score)
KVN - KV Nordkapp ship class data set (Paper II)
M1, M2, M3 - Modified Stallabrass models applied in Paper I
MFV - Medium-sized Fishing Vessel
MINCOG - Marine Icing model for the Norwegian COast Guard
MINCOG adj - Adjustment of the MINCOG model with a different spray-
flux formulation than the original model.
MINCOG adj ro - The MINCOG adj model considering spray-water run off in
the thermodynamics.
MINCOG adj sn - The MINCOG adj model including the effect of snow.
NOAA - National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NORA10 - NOrwegian ReAnalysis 10 km data (Reistad et al., 2011)
O1, O2, O3 - Overland models applied in Paper I
PC - Percent Correct (categorical verification score)
P&C - Data set from Pease and Comiskey (1985)
PDF - Probability Density Function
PSS - Peirce Skill Score (categorical verification score)
R&M - Data set from Roebber and Mitten (1987)
ROMS - Regional Oceanic Modeling System (Shchepetkin and
McWilliams, 2005)
SVIM - Nordic Seas 4 km hindcast (Lien et al., 2013)
T1, T2, T3 - Test models applied in Paper I
WAM - WAve Model (Günther et al., 1992)
ZLH - Data set from the work of Zakrzewski, Lozowski, and Horjen




A Albedo of freezing surface (0.56)
aro Run-off parameter which may be added to the thermodynamics (0.25)
BIAS Mean error: 1n′ ∑
n′
i=1 (Pi−Oi), n′ number of events, Pi predictions, Oi
observations
CI Sea-ice concentration (area fraction)
cp Specific heat capacity of air (1004 J kg−1 ◦C−1)
cs Specific heat capacity of snow (2×103 J kg−1 ◦C−1, Curry and Web-
ster (1999))
cw Specific heat capacity of sea water (4×103 J kg−1 ◦C−1, Curry and
Webster (1999))
D Width of plate in which icing is observed (4 m)
es Saturation vapour pressure (hPa)
ES Total ice accumulation (cm)
f Function applied to incorporate the effect of run-off water in the ther-
modynamics (Section 2.3.7)
h Ice thickness (cm or m)
dh/dt Icing rate (cm h−1)
ha Heat-transfer coefficient (W m−2 ◦C−1)
he Evaporative heat-transfer coefficient (W m−2 hPa−1)
Hs Significant wave height (m)
IS Icing cause (code)
ki Conductivity of saline-water ice (W m−1 ◦C−1)
k∗ Interfacial distribution coefficient (0.3)
Lfs Latent heat of freezing of saline water (J kg−1)
Lv Latent heat of vaporisation (2.5×106 J kg−1)
↓↑ LW Incoming and outgoing longwave radiation (W m−2 )
lwc Liquid water content in spray (kg m−3)
lwcsnow Water equivalent content in snow (kg m−3)











MSLP Air pressure at mean sea level (hPa)
N Spray frequency (s−1)
n Freezing fraction (Ri/Rw or Ri/(Rw +Rsnow))
NN Total cloud cover (oktas)
n1 Normal vector towards freezing plate
PP Water equivalent precipitation intensity (mm s−1 or kg m−2 s−1)
Ps Significant wave period (s)
XV
Q Heat flux (W m−2) (Section 2.3.2 for detailed explanation of the vari-
ous heat fluxes)
r Correlation coefficient
ra Recovery factor for a vertical plate (0.95)
Re Reynolds number
Ri Richardson number
Ri Ice accretion flux (kg m−2 s−1)















RR Accumulated precipitation (mm or kg m−2)
RS Visually-estimated icing rate (code)
Rsnow Water equivalent flux from snow (kg m−2 s−1)
Rw Spray flux (kg m−2 s−1)
s Distance from freezing plate to the gunwale or the perimeter of the
ship viewed from above (m)
Sb Salinity of brine (ppt)
Si Salinity of ice (ppt)
Sw Salinity of incoming sea water (ppt)
↓↑ SW Incoming and reflected shortwave radiation (W m−2 )
SST Sea-surface temperature (◦C)
Ta† Air temperature (◦C)
Tro Temperature of the run-off water when leaving the accretion (◦C)
Ts Surface temperature of the freezing brine (◦C)
Tstruct Temperature of structure where ice adhere (◦C)
∆t Time difference between two junctures of observations (s or h)
tdur Duration time of spray clouds (s)
V † Wind speed (m s−1)
Vd Droplet velocity in coordinate system following the ship (m s−1 and
direction)
Vf View factor of the incoming shortwave radiation according to the sur-
face in consideration
Vgr Relative speed between the ship and wave groups (m s−1)
Vr Relative speed between the ship and wave phases (m s−1)
Vs Ship speed (m s−1)
Vsnow Snow velocity in coordinate system following the ship (m s−1 and
direction)
Vt Terminal speed of snow flakes (1.7 m s−1)
w0 Constant in lwc-formulation
XVI
w1,2 Weighting of the along-flow and cross-flow components of the heat-
transfer coefficient (ha)
Wr Relative speed between the ship and wind or wind speed in coordinate
system following the ship (m s−1)
WW Present weather (code)
z Height above sea level (6.5-8.5 m)
z0 Surface roughness
α Angle between the ship course and the wave direction (◦)
β Angle between the ship course and the wind direction (◦)
∆ Anomaly value of a certain parameter applying monthly mean values
of the same parameter
γ Tilt angle between the freezing plate and the horizontal (85 ◦)
λ Wave length (m)
ρi Density of the ice accretion (890 kg m−3)
σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 × 10−8 W m−2 K−4)
Subscripts for variables at different elevations or in different coordinate systems
† At ship level if no other subscripts are applied.
2m At 2 m height
10m At 10 m height
850 At 850 hPa level
x Along the bow direction in a coordinate system following the ship
(Fig.3 in Paper II)
y Normal to the bow direction in a coordinate system following the ship
(Fig.3 in Paper II)
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Shipping in the Arctic region has for centuries been considered as precarious
(Panov, 1978). Although stormy weather conditions and high waves may be en-
countered in sea areas all over the world, there is an additional potential of ship-
borne sea water, in conjunction with or without atmospheric water sources, freez-
ing on a ship in a cold marine climate. Ice build-up above deck level will raise
the centre of gravity of the vessel, which may lead to destabilization, and in a
worst considerable scenario, capsizing, submerging, and the loss of lives (Shel-
lard, 1974). Most likely icing is the cause of many of the fishing-related calamities
experienced at sea off the coast of Northern Norway in the past centuries. One
such tragedy is described in detail by Petter Dass in his famous poem "Nordlands
Trompet" (The trumpet of Nordland). Dass operated as priest in the southern part
of Northern Norway in the end of the 17th and the beginning of the 18th century.
He estimates that more than 500 men perished in this disastrous event, and he has
the following statement about the reason for the disaster (Erichsen, 1892):
"Men Sagen, at Veiret langt haardere her
End andensteds falder, det voldendes er
Den poliske Circul hin kolde;
Thi dersom ei Landet laa Polen saa nær,
fornam man i Sandhed et mildere Veir."
Petter Dass (1647-1707)
In English translation it would be something like this (without the rhyme):
"But the Issue, that the Weather is much tougher here
Than elsewhere, is the cause of
The cold Polar Circle (or Circulation);
However, if the Region was not situated as close to the Pole,
truly one would experience milder Weather."
Although this particular calamity may not have been directly related to icing, it is
interesting to notice that Dass links the challenging weather conditions with his
location in the Arctic region.
Yet the ships of today are more seaworthy than those in the 17th century, the
perils related to icing are still existent for small ships. Examples of the most re-
cent documented icing incidents providing deceased, are from February 2007 at
the east coast of the USA (United States Coast Guard, 2008), and from January
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Figure 1: Ice mallet applied to remove ice during dangerous icing conditions on historical polar
expeditions. The ice mallet is exhibited at the Polar Museum in Tromsø in Northern Norway. Photo:
Eirik Mikal Samuelsen.
1999 at the coast of Northern Norway, costing the lives of 4 and 3 people, respec-
tively. The latter is revealed by investigating the database of ship accidents from
the Norwegian Maritime Authority (2014). In addition, there is also a recent acci-
dent that arose on 11 February in the present year outside Alaska. A crab-fishing
vessel with a crew of six suddenly vanished north of an island called St. George in
the Bering Sea. From the reports of other vessels this day it is believed that icing
may have been the cause of a possible accident that led to capsizing, submerging,
and the disappearance of the vessel (The Seattle Times, 2017). For larger ships
the risk of capsizing is minimal. However, icing may lead to iced-down rescue
equipment, ladders, handrails, and stairways (Løset et al., 2006). Icicle build-up
with a great risk of falling down may jeopardise the crew. For these reasons many
ships operating in a cold climate, prevents ice from forming by using heat which is
energy consuming. Thus, avoiding areas with icing is interesting also from a finan-
cial perspective (pers. comm. Kjell Are Berg-Hagen, Technical Director Tranberg
AS, Member of the R. STAHL Technology Group, March 2017). Consequently,
forecasts of icing are not only important to avoid fatalities, but a correct use of
an accurate forecast when planning operations in Arctic seas may be economi-
cally advantageous for the ship companies. Alternatively to applying heat, one
may hammer the ice lose with an ice mallet. This was the common method of
removing ice in the earlier days (Figure 1)
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1.2 Review of the evolution of ship-icing prediction methods
Marine-icing is an elusive process which has resulted in the fact that numerous
studies and investigations have been carried out about this phenomenon during the
last six decades. Consequently, only a short summary of the investigations most
relevant for the focus of the current study is presented in the following section.
Due to several accidents with the loss of lives in the decades after the Second
World War (Sawada, 1968; Shellard, 1974), closer attention is drawn to the phe-
nomenon of ship icing in the 1960s. Icing is included in the synop code for ship
observations (WMO, 1962), and several icing nomograms are established in this
decade (Sawada, 1962; Mertins, 1968). These nomograms are based on empirical
relationships between observations of icing and parameters like air temperature,
sea-surface temperature, and wind speed for application in general weather fore-
casting. Such statistical forecasting methods, including the one generated from
ship observations in the Baltic Sea in the 1970s (Lundqvist and Udin, 1977), are
still applied in operational weather forecasting today (Paper III). Other studies in
this period attempt to reveal relationships between icing and the synoptic weather
situation based on upper-air parameters like the temperature at 850 hPa (Sawada
1967; Sawada 1968; Vasilyeva 1971; Borisenkov and Pchelko 1975). There is
in general throughout these two decades a focus on the collection of icing data.
This is particularly apparent in the literature of the former Soviet Union (e.g.
Borisenkov and Panov (1972)). Since these observations have revealed that wave-
ship interaction icing is the most frequent and dangerous cause of icing, this is
also a starting point for the numerical prediction models of wave-ship interaction
icing (Kachurin et al., 1974). The model of Kachurin et al. (1974) is based on an
empirical relationship between wave height and the liquid water content (lwc) of
the spray flux (Rw) based on spray measurements on a medium-sized fishing vessel
(MFV) named Iceberg with a vessel speed of around 6 to 8 knots during the period
of spraying (lwc = 10−3Hs). Moreover, Kachurin et al. (1974) attempt to determine
an icing rate (cm h−1) on a cylinder by calculating several heat fluxes capable of
freezing the sea water sprayed on this cylinder by wave-ship interactions. They
find a rather extraordinary good fit (r = 0.96 ± 0.02) between the observed ice-
accumulation load rate (tonnes h−1) on MFVs and calculated icing rates on the
cylinder derived from the model. However, the reliability of the fit presented in
Kachurin et al. (1974) has been doubted by Zakrzewski et al. (1988a), specifically
since there are numerous uncertain parameters involved both in the model and ob-
servations utilised in the wave-ship interaction icing process. Stallabrass (1979a) is
inspired by the model of Kachurin et al. (1974), but simplifies the number of terms
involved in the model by only considering the heat fluxes from the atmosphere and
the spray acting on the shipborne sea water sprayed on such a reference cylinder.
He further develops the model by tuning the coefficient in the water-content term
of the spray flux of Kachurin et al. (1974) to be in agreement with some icing-rate
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measurements from 39 events collected at the east coast of Canada (Stallabrass,
1980) (lwc = 1.7× 10−4Hs). These measurements are weighted according to the
location on the ship that these are recorded.
In the 1980s icing-rate data in conjunction with important input parameters
in Alaska and the east coast of Canada are collected (Pease and Comiskey, 1985;
Roebber and Mitten, 1987; Zakrzewski et al., 1989). These three data sets are in
the following abbreviated as P&C (Pease and Comiskey, 1985), R&M (Roebber
and Mitten, 1987), and ZLH (Zakrzewski et al., 1989). The P&C data set is ap-
plied as the basis to the development of the famous Overland predictor (Overland
et al., 1986) which is the most applied method for forecasting icing in operational
weather forecasting today (Paper III). This model is also based on heat-flux cal-
culations, but instead of calculating the spray flux from an empirically-based ex-
pression, the freezing fraction (n), i.e. the ratio between the icing and the spray
flux, is held constant and adjusted in such a manner that fits best the observation
of icing rates from Pease and Comiskey (1985). The model is further tuned by
including some observations from a single ship type from ZLH in a later version
of the model (Overland, 1990). Brown and Roebber (1985) incorporate a verifi-
cation study of the methods of Mertins (1968); Kachurin et al. (1974); Stallabrass
(1980), and a nomogram which are based on a method of Wise and Comiskey
(1980). Brown and Roebber (1985) apply a selection of the data from Stallabrass
(1980) and P&C. Roebber and Mitten (1987) also present a verification study of
some methods applied in operational weather forecasting, namely Kachurin et al.
(1974); Stallabrass (1980); Overland et al. (1986) and a simple statistical freezing
index proposed by Brown and Roebber (1985). Roebber and Mitten (1987) ap-
plies both the P&C data and the R&M data, but conclude that the poor quality of
the data sets, specifically the R&M data, is a major drawback of their evaluation.
In the same decade there is also a growing interest for marine icing due to
increased oil and gas exploration in Arctic waters. According to Horjen (1990)
his doctoral thesis is emerged from various icing projects connected to icing on
offshore structures and supply vessels carried out during this decade. Horjen in-
troduces a comprehensive mathematical model computing icing rates on idealised
cylinders, and he specifically addresses a model for icing prediction on a vessel
named "Endre Dyrøy" since there has been recorded both spray observations and
icing observations from the same location on this vessel. Horjen and Carstens
(1989) derive a spray-flux expression based on spray data from this vessel col-
lected during a field campaign described in Horjen et al. (1986). The model is
compared with ice-thickness measurements recorded at several locations of the
front mast during two icing events lasting six and three hours, respectively (Horjen
and Carstens, 1989). A major assumption in the spray-flux expression is that the
relationship between wave height and wave period applies a fully-developed sea
assumption following the Pierson-Moscowitz spectrum (Pierson and Moskowitz,
1964). A recent study by Horjen (2013) applies an updated version of his model,
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and applies a relationship between both wind speed and wave height, and wave
height and wave period, based on empirical relationships of these parameters from
observations in the North Sea and a fishing bank outside Northern Norway called
Tromsøflaket. Makkonen (1987) introduces the concept of spongy ice accretion
in wet spray-icing models, i.e. that a fraction of water is encapsulated inside the
icing matrix covered by a thin layer of brine. Sponginess is a phenomenon which
is observed in both fresh and saline-water spray-icing events. A major assumption
of Makkonen (1987) is that the so-called interfacial distribution coefficient (k∗) is
independent of the environmental conditions, implying that the portion of brine
water incorporated in the icing matrix is held constant. This leads to the fact that
the brine salinity may be calculated from the freezing fraction derived in the heat
equation. Horjen (1990) builds on this concept, and introduces a time dependency
in the calculation of the properties of the brine film including brine salinity.
In the end of the 1980s Zakrzewski and co-authors present several studies fo-
cusing on the modelling of wave-ship-interaction icing for MFVs (Zakrzewski,
1986; Zakrzewski and Lozowski, 1987; Zakrzewski, 1987; Zakrzewski et al., 1988a,b).
In Zakrzewski (1987) empirical expressions for the time-averaged spray-flux of
such a vessel are derived based on observations of spray-water content and du-
ration time of sprays from MFV Narva (Borisenkov et al., 1975), and spray fre-
quency from a study of Panov (1971). Zakrzewski (1987) also addresses the appli-
cation of an empirically-based relationship between wind speed and wave height,
and wind speed and wave period, for fetch lengths in the ranges of 100-500 nauti-
cal miles. These formulas are derived from world-wide oceanographical data from
various sources presented in a handbook of ocenographical tables (Bialek, 1966).
In Zakrzewski et al. (1988b) the flight time and the velocity of the spray droplets
are calculated by using an equation of motion and a mathematical expression for
the perimeter of the ship viewed from above. Zakrzewski and Lozowski (1989)
have translated and presented an overview of the main findings from the Soviet
literature in the 1960s and 1970s including 115 observations of ice-load accumu-
lation rate (tonnes h−1) on such fishing vessels.
In the 1990s the model of Zakrzewski and Lozowski (1987) is further devel-
oped and adjusted towards a large US Coast Guard Cutter named Midgett, and ic-
ing is calculated on individual components over the entire ship (Zakrzewski et al.,
1993). The results of an expedition with this ship in which several parameters
like spray-cloud duration time, spray frequency, and spray-water content are ob-
served, are presented in Ryerson and Longo (1992) and Ryerson (1995). Finding
an appropriate spray-flux expression when calculating icing for a different ship
type seems to be the motivation for the work of Chung (1995) when applying the
model of Zakrzewski et al. (1993) to calculate icing on the Stern trawler MT Zand-
berg. Chung (1995) and Chung et al. (1998) derive a spray-flux expression based
on tank experiments by applying a small-scale model of the MT Zandberg and
by scaling the environmental variables. Moreover, the icing model with this new
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spray-flux expression is verified against the icing-rate observations of ZLH when
these are converted to ice-load accumulation rate by multiplying the icing rate by
the area of the foredeck, and the front and top of the wheelhouse, and an average
ice density (Chung, 1995). Blackmore et al. (1994) and Blackmore (1996) on the
other hand follow a different approach by calculating the heat balance between an
assumed supercooled spray cloud and the surrounding air. Both the Chung (1995)
and Blackmore (1996) approaches are tested against the Soviet icing data presented
in Zakrzewski and Lozowski (1989). In the same period a modified version of the
Stallabrass (1980)-model adjusted for application in operational weather forecast-
ing is developed by Ross Brown (Henry, 1995) by including some of the findings
of Zakrzewski (1986) for spray-cloud duration time and liquid water content of the
spray.
After the introduction of the possibility of simulating the more complex three-
dimensional structure of the ice accretion by applying a so-called morphogenetic
modelling approach in Lozowski et al. (2000), there are only a few other studies
about marine icing in the first decade after the year of 2000 (e.g. Forest et al.
(2005)). However, there has been a resurrection of ship-icing and other marine-
icing studies in the last 5 years (e.g. Hansen (2012); Horjen (2013); Kulyakhtin
(2014); Jones and Claffey (2015); Hansen and Teigen (2015); Teigen et al. (2015);
Horjen (2015); Dehghani et al. (2016a,b)). Probably some of this increased focus
on the concept of marine icing in the recent years is due to the increased oil and
gas activity in Arctic waters (Naseri, 2016). Some of these studies are introducing
the concept of calculating the air flow by applying computational fluid dynam-
ics (CFD) (Hansen, 2012; Kulyakhtin, 2014; Hansen and Teigen, 2015). Hansen
(2012) applies observed ice-thickness measurements from the weather ship AMI
recorded in the end of the 1970s. He extracted these icing data from the report
of Eide (1983), while the other parameters used as input to the model are derived
from the NOrwegian ReAnalysis 10 km data (NORA10). Kulyakhtin and Tsarau
(2014) also apply NORA10 as a source of meteorological and oceanographical
data for model input. However, they peculiarly derive the wave height from the
modelled wind speed of the HIghResolution Limited Area Model (HIRLAM) ap-
plied in NORA10 at the location of interest instead of applying the modelled sig-
nificant wave height based on the WAve Model (WAM) which utilises HIRLAM
data. Teigen et al. (2015) calculate icing statistics in the Barents Sea based on
the model of Hansen and Teigen (2015) by applying NORA10. However, these
three studies do not discuss the quality of NORA10 when applied in icing mod-
elling. Although some of these works are developed particularly for structures,
some aspects regarding the icing process may potentially be applied in ship-icing
modelling as well. Kulyakhtin (2014) and Kulyakhtin et al. (2016) particularly
stress the importance of applying the conductive heat flux in pulsed spray-icing
events based on experiments conducted with a nozzle of sea spray, sprayed under
freezing conditions at light cylinders in Adventdalen in Svalbard. However, it is
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questionable whether research conducted at light cylinders in weather conditions
in a valley in Svalbard, are directly transferable to large surfaces in a wetter and
more exposed environment on the superstructure of a ship operating in open ocean
during wave-ship interactions (Paper II).
1.3 Research motivation, aims and scopes of the study
The thesis is a part of a project entitled: "Optimization of Ship Operations in Arc-
tic Waters by Application of Sensor Technologies for Ice Detection, De-icing and
Weather Data" and is related to a work package which deals with the development
of a decision support system that can give the officer of a ship an early warning of
the risk and growth-rate of icing (MAROFF, 2013). Although a decision support
system may be based on the observed state of icing at different locations on a ship
at present, it may also be developed by applying forecast of icing for days or weeks
ahead in time for better planning of operations in a cold marine climate. The idea
of supporting a particular ship with better icing forecasts is also of interest for
the Norwegian Meteorological Institute which is a partner of the project. General
ship-icing forecasts are generated twice a day by the Norwegian Meteorological
Institute in the marine weather forecast for the High Seas (MET Norway, 2015) in
the ice-free areas from 65 to 90 ◦N (Figure 2). A special warning is also issued
when moderate or severe icing is expected in the coastal areas of Northern Nor-
way. However, although such icing forecasts are regularly issued, usually based on
Figure 2: Areas included in the High Seas forecast generated twice a day from the Norwegian
Meteorological Institute (MET Norway, 2015). A forecast is issued for each of the areas, in which
some are fishing banks, separated in the figure by grey lines. Icing information is included in the
forecast whenever an icing rate of moderate or severe icing is expected. Source: yr.no (2017b)
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the methods of Overland (1990) or Mertins (1968), the quality of these forecasts
has been little investigated. Furthermore, the issue that the icing-prediction meth-
ods apply different thresholds for moderate or severe icing is rarely challenged. In
fact the threshold for an icing rate above moderate is 4 cm pr 24 h in the Mertins
(1968)-method whereas it is above 0.7 cm pr hour in the Overland (1990)-model.
In the recent years also the model named Modified Stallabrass has been applied
at the Norwegian Meteorological Institute (Paper I; Paper III). Some of the reason
for the lack of knowledge about the quality of the methods is indeed due to the fact
that there are no ships at present regularly reporting icing in the Arctic-Norwegian
waters. From the end of the 1970s until the beginning of the 2000s there were
several ships manually recording icing in the ship-synop log book whenever it was
encountered (Paper II). Nevertheless, in the last decade the observation record-
ing system of the ships has been more automatised, and there are no longer any
manually-collected recordings from e.g. the Norwegian coast guard ships.
Moreover, as highlighted in the previous section, in general throughout the
years there has been sparse and little verification of the icing models, specifically
in Arctic-Norwegian waters for the methods applied in operational weather fore-
casting. Previous verification studies have either used unreliable data with an in-
sufficient number of parameters or data sets with very few data points in general,
e.g. the advanced and time-dependent model of Horjen (1990) are only verified
against data points recorded during two periods of icing. The complexity in the
model is therefore not sufficiently justified by observations. In fact, for the Arctic-
Norwegian sea areas the only icing data currently available is all the twelve events
recorded on AMI described in Eide (1983), and the two periods of icing listed in
Horjen and Carstens (1989). Consequently one of the main goals of this study is
to find more accurate icing data in conjunction with necessary input parameters
from these sea areas. If this is fulfilled the quality of the current methods applied
in operational forecasting may be evaluated. According to Makkonen et al. (1991)
there are for instance reasons to believe that the Overland (1990)-model is over-
estimating icing in areas with low sea-surface temperatures. As a matter of fact,
predictions of severe icing near the ice edge in which low SSTs occur are particu-
larly apparent when applying numerical prediction models as input to the Overland
model (Figure 3). In many cases other methods do not indicate such severe condi-
tions near the ice edge as indicated by the Overland model as illustrated in Figure
3.
It is also manifested that the uncertainty regarding the necessary meteorolog-
ical and oceanographic parameters applied as input to the icing models in many
aspects have been neglected in previous studies. Thus, inaccurate icing predictions
have often been addressed only to the inaccuracies in the physical considerations
of the spray- and icing-modelling part. Neither the uncertainty regarding the appli-
cation of empirically-based relationships between wind and wave parameters for




Figure 3: Example of light (green), moderate (cyan), and severe (red) icing predictions from a
)
the Overland model (Overland, 1990), and b
)
the original Modified Stallabrass model applying the
definition of icing rates from Overland et al. (1986) (Paper I; Paper III). The version of these models
in the figures are the ones described in Paper I as the model O1 and M1. The figure shows a 12-hour
forecast of icing from 24 March 2015 for the sea areas between Northern Norway and Svalbard. The
HIRLAM model with 8 km horizontal resolution is applied as input to the icing models, and for the
Modified Stallbrass model the significant wave height applied as input to the model is derived from
the WAM model with 10 km horizontal resolution. The grey areas represent the areas where the
model input data are not defined either due to land or sea-ice cover. Since the WAM model applies
cruder sea-ice information than does the HIRLAM model, there are some differences regarding the
areas with defined icing rates in the two methods near the ice edge. Blue lines describe mean-sea-
level pressure (MSLP) with a contour spacing of 5 hPa.
data in conjunction with icing predictions (Paper II). Another goal of the study
is therefore to check if these assumptions are valid, and evaluate whether such
assumptions when applied in an icing model degrade icing-rate predictions.
A part of the evaluation of icing models and observations, is also to investigate
which parameters are most important during icing events. Are there any additional
parameters important for icing that have not been addressed in earlier studies? An
extension to this is to consider in which kind of weather situations icing ensues in
these sea areas. It is of particular interest to check whether freezing rain, fog, or
snow events play an important role in ship-icing events.
Finally, the ultimate goal is to develop a prediction method based on numerical
prediction models of the atmosphere and the ocean that may be applied in opera-
tional weather forecasting in order to provide the officer on ships operating in the
actual waters an early warning about the icing risk. Thus, evaluation of short-term
icing predictions of a couple of days is of interest, but also evaluation of the po-
tential of finding methods for predictions exceeding a couple of days or even a
week are relevant. If such warnings are issued on a map like Figure 3, it may be
possible for the officer of a ship to adjust his or her route and avoid areas of icing
according to the icing predictions. For long-term icing predictions he or she may
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also postpone a certain voyage if there is a high risk of icing in the prognoses.
The research questions, aims, and scopes may be summarised as follows:
R1 Collect applicable icing data with necessary input parameters in Arctic-
Norwegian waters.
R2 Evaluate the quality of existing methods applied in operational weather fore-
casting.
R3 Evaluate the importance of the uncertainty of the input parameters used in
icing models for icing predictions.
R4 Investigate which weather parameters are most important, and which weather
situations occur most frequently during icing events.
R5 Develop a short-term and long-term prediction method for icing with higher





When delving into the topic of marine icing, there are many circumstances that are
more convoluted than one may initially anticipate. For these reasons it is important
to define the constrictions relevant to the part of the icing problem investigated. For
this study the main focus is on the development of a general forecast of the severity
of icing based on input parameters from a particular state of the atmosphere or the
ocean at a future time step presented on a map. This is different from a calculation
of a total ice load on a ship following a specific route. For the latter approach the
temporal variation in the state of the atmosphere, ocean, and ship movement is
more crucial, both when these are obtained from observations and numerical pre-
diction models. Accounting for issues regarding the melting of ice and mechanical
ice break-off may also be necessary. When evaluating total ice-load accumulation
data during a particular trip plenty of details regarding the local variability in ice
thickness and ice density are important to consider in order to estimate such ice
loads accurately. At present most of such data are non-existent and may be time
consuming and resource demanding to collect, both from a financial and a human
perspective. It is also questionable to model ice loads without an estimation of the
highly irregular wind pattern around the ship which among other things control the
areas exposed to sea spray. This is one of the reasons why only those ships with
an angle between the wind and ship (β ) between 90 and 180 ◦ are selected in the
data collection process for ice-accumulation data in the present study. Sea spray
may namely be encountered in the aft of the ship in a turbulent air flow although
the wind and ship are headed in opposite directions (Kulyakhtin et al., 2012). Fur-
thermore, such wind patterns may be interrupted by convective plumes and snow
showers when cold winds blow over relatively warm waters (Paper II). According
to Makkonen and Fujii (1993) icicle build-up and correct icicle spacing must also
be included in ice-load models in order to achieve accurate ice-load predictions.
For these reasons it is determined at an early stage of this project to utilise the
existing icing data from the ship-synop registrations in order to generate icing-rate
information based on ice-thickness differences from a particular location on the
ship. The icing and sea-ice information recorded in the ship synop are described
in Figure 4. The icing information is included in group 22 starting with the num-
ber 6 following four digits with information recorded in three columns. The first
column (IS) is a code for the cause of icing1. The next column including two digits
is the total ice accumulation reported in whole centimetres (ES). The last column
is a subjective estimate of ice accretion at the time of the observation (RS)2. There
1IS = 1: pure spray, 2: pure fog, 3: fog and spray, 4: freezing rain, 5: freezing rain and spray.
2RS = 0: ice not building up, 1: ice building up slowly, 2: ice building up rapidly, 3: ice melting
or breaking up slowly, 4: ice melting or breaking up rapidly.
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Figure 4: Example of icing and sea ice measurement from the handwritten ship synop code recorded
on KV Andenes in the period 19 to 21 January 1987. The ship is travelling southwards from Svalbard
to Northern Norway. From 21st January 0600 UTC to 0900 UTC there is an increase in ice thickness
from 3 to 5 cm (ES) marked with a red square. In this event there is 2 cm ice accumulation in 3 hours
(0.67 cm h−1). The cause of icing is pure sea spray (IS = 1) at 0600 UTC and sea-spray and fog
(IS = 3) at 0900 UTC. According to the subjective estimate of ice accumulation, there is a gradual
increase in icing at 0900 UTC (RS = 1) and no ice-accumulation at 0600 UTC (RS = 0).
are 17 ships that has reported icing in these sea areas from the end of the 1970s
to the beginning of the 2000s. However, for most of these ships, it is not clear at
which location on the ship the icing information is recorded. Fortunately, for the
KV Nordkapp ship class, it is discovered that the icing observations are recorded
at a specific position on the ship according to an interview with a former marine
officer serving these ships in the 1980s and the 1990s (Paper I). Consequently,
it is determined to specifically focus on applying the ice-accumulation data from
the KV Nordkapp ships (KV Andenes, KV Nordkapp, and KV Senja) for icing-
rate verification purposes. Moreover, the Norwegian Coast Guard allowed publi-
cation of their historical data although this information is originally regarded as
restricted for the public (Paper I). As an additional quality-check of the ship data,
the handwritten ship-synop observations are compared to the electronically stored
ones (Figure 4), and some errors in the data stored in the electronic database at
the Norwegian Meteorological Institute are corrected. Unfortunately the hand-
written recordings were only available in the years 1986 to 1995 at the Forecasting
Division Western Norway (Paper II). Hence, there are some minor inaccuracies
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particularly regarding the relative humidity data in the data utilised from the years
outside this interval.
Regarding icing-data utilisation the four papers use the following icing infor-
mation: Paper I applies ice-thickness data (converted to icing rate) recorded in a
particularly well-documented severe-icing voyage during a developing polar low
in the Barents Sea with observations recorded every three hours. In Paper II more
comprehensive screening and quality-checks are performed on all of the KV Nord-
kapp ship data, and icing information is collected only for those ships with an angle
between the wind and ship in the range from 90 ◦ to 180 ◦, and with a start posi-
tion of the trip not located in packed sea ice (CI < 0.4 or not reported). Only those
observations are applied with a time difference less than or equal to nine hours
between two consecutive junctures with an increase in the ice thickness between
these junctures. Paper III applies the data of Paper II, and applies data from the
P&C and R&M data where reanalysis data from various sources have been sup-
plemented in the data sets for missing or uncertain parameters. For the P&C data
only those events having β ∈ 〈90,180]◦ and enduring shorter or equal to 12 h are
applied. For the R&M data only those events with the necessary ship and position
data are applied. Temperature data in this data set is replaced with ERA-Interim
temperatures (Dee et al., 2011). Hence, only events with negative ERA-Interim
temperatures are selected. Paper IV follows a different procedure utilising the sub-
jective icing-rate information (RS) in order to discriminate events with icing from
no icing, and compare these with atmosphere and ocean variables recorded at the
same junctures as the icing information.
2.2 Application of parameters in conjunction with icing information
An advantage of applying ship-synop data for icing is that such data also incor-
porates information about several other parameters in which many are important
for icing-rate calculations. The following parameters are included in a standard
observation sheet for the Norwegian Coast Guard:
Time, position, total cloud cover (NN), cloud height of lowermost cloud, visibility,
wind direction and speed, air temperature (Ta), relative humidity (RH), dew-point
temperature derived from Ta and RH , mean-sea-level pressure (MSLP), change in
pressure last 3 hours, present weather at observations time (WW ), past weather oc-
curred since the main observation time at 0000, 0600, 1200 or 1800 UTC, cloud
types of low-, medium-, and high-level clouds including cloud amount of low-
or medium-level clouds, sea-surface temperature (SST), wind-wave height, wind-
wave period, swell-wave height, swell-wave period and swell-wave direction, ic-
ing information, and sea-ice information. A crude estimation of the speed and
the course during the last three hours are sometimes included, but it is determined
to apply the position data for speed and course calculation since this informa-
tion seemed to provide more accurate directions and speeds during the travel be-
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tween the two junctures considered. Position data are also included more regularly
than the speed and course estimation. Since the wave information is visually es-
timated a correction method is applied from the basis of a paper of Gulev and
Hasse (1998) which compared such ship observations with buoy data in the At-
lantic ocean. Details are provided in the Appendix A of Paper II. However, salin-
ity data, bathymetry data, radiation data, and precipitation data are not observed
on the ship. The two latter are collected from NORA10, and the two former are
collected from Nordic Seas 4 km numerical ocean model hindcast archive (SVIM)
(Lien et al., 2013). Bathymetry data are not utilised in former icing studies, since
deep-water approximation is always applied for wave-phase speed and wave-group
speed calculations. However, such data are collected to check whether deep-water
approximation is a valid approach in icing events. For sea-surface temperature the
observed values, the SVIM values, and the NORA10 values are all compared with
each other. It is concluded that the observed SST and SVIM SST have the smallest
difference in most instances (Paper II), and SST values from these two sources are
therefore considered the most reliable ones.
Early in the research process it was also a question whether reanalysis data are
applicable at all for icing-rate calculation purposes. This was a particular concern
after comparing NORA10 during the polar low case in Paper I with observations
(Section 3.1). In this particular event, there is an underestimation of the wind
speed of 9.6 m s−1 and an overestimation of the temperature of 3.8 ◦C in NORA10.
However, after testing NORA10 applied as input to MINCOG and compared the
results with the modelled icing rate with the use of observations, it is concluded
that applying NORA10 does not considerably worsen the icing rate predictions for
all the KVN events despite the fact that there still is an underestimation of wind
speed of 4.2 m s−1 and overestimation of temperature of 2.2 ◦C for these events
(Table 2 in Paper II).
Due to the thorough screening, meticulous selection process, and inclusion of
most parameters relevant for icing-rate calculations, the 37 icing events of a single
ship type presented in Paper II are regarded as unique. In addition, several events
with no accumulation from the same ship type are also considered (41 in Paper II,
which are reduced to 30 in Paper III). For comparison with other ship-icing events,
the icing events of P&C and R&M are included in the analysis in Paper III. For
these data sets, reanalysis data from ERA-Interim, Wavewatch III (Tolman, 2014),
NOAA High resolution SST (for the R&M data), and average annual climatol-
ogy values of salinity (National Oceanographic Data Center World Ocean Atlas
1994 by NOAA) are all applied (Paper III). These sources of reanalysis data have
courser horizontal resolution than the reanalysis data applied in the KVN data set.
The exact hour that the events in the P&C and R&M data arose is also uncertain,
hence the daily average values of the reanalysis parameters are applied. Thus, the
temporal resolution of the supplemented reanalysis data in the P&C and R&M data
is lower than the reanalysis data used in the KVN data.
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The ship observations are only providing information about the atmospheric
conditions near the surface. On the other hand, Paper IV utilises upper-air data
to extract information about the weather situation during icing. Data from the 40
models levels of NORA10 are applied in order to evaluate the weather situation
occurring in 333 icing and 468 no-icing events from 17 different ships operating
in the Barents Sea, the Greenland Sea, and the Norwegian Sea from 1980 to 2006.
Map composites and vertical cross sections are generated to illustrate the average
weather in these events.
2.3 Model development
As described in Section 1.2, there has throughout the years been different ap-
proaches regarding modelling of marine icing. Although the major driving force
is apparently prediction, some studies are focusing on understanding the processes
involved, while others are more developed for direct application in marine weather
forecasts. Others again are more specified towards forecasting total ice thickness
or ice loads for a particular ship following a particular route. However, there has
in the past been little discussion about the time frame of icing forecasts, and their
validity for long-term predictions. Obviously advanced modelling approaches in-
volving many parameters are more uncertain for forecasts with longer time spans
(Paper IV). During the last 60 years of icing research there also seems to have been
a change from the crude statistical modelling approaches applied in the first studies
to a more detailed wave-ship-interaction icing-modelling approach with a process
of progressively adding more complexity into the models. The initial thought in
the current study was to follow the pathway of the wave-ship interaction modelling
approach and adding the parameters or considerations that seemed most crucial to
include. However, it was soon discovered that it was not easy to judge whether an
initial term or consideration was justifiable, particularly since there are inaccura-
cies in the utilised icing-rate data (ice-thickness recordings measured with a ruler).
As a consequence, it was not easy to state whether more complexity, although be-
ing more physically reasonable, would increase the quality of the prediction. This
is specifically important to bear in mind when considering the fact that the input
of the model ought to be forecast parameters from the atmosphere and ocean with
lead times up to a couple of days.
2.3.1 Spray-flux calculation
The MINCOG model is developed on the basis of an empirical time-averaged
spray-flux expression, developed for an estimation of the spray flux at the hori-
zontal mid-point of the plate where icing is encountered on KV Nordkapp ships.
The spray flux is tuned for the height above sea level where icing arose, and with
droplet velocity calculated from a mathematical droplet trajectory model apply-
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ing an expression for the gunwale of the KV Nordkapp ship. Spray frequency and
spray-cloud duration times are adjusted towards this larger ship type. Two data sets
of sea spray have been utilised in the model, where one of those based on spray
data from Horjen et al. (1986) (Horjen spray-flux expression) has been updated
with more accurate meteorological data obtaining a better fit than the one applied
in Horjen (2013) (Paper II). However, the spray-flux expression based on the spray
data of Borisenkov et al. (1975) (Borisenkov spray-flux expression) encountered
highest verification scores when applied in MINCOG, and is therefore applied in
later evaluations (Paper III). This latter expression may be formulated as follows:
Rw = Vd ·n1lwcNtdur (1)
where
n1 = [sinγ,0,cosγ], γ = 85◦ (2)
lwc = 6.36×10−5HsV 2r exp(−0.55(z−3.5)), z ∈ [6.5,8.5] m (3)
Vd is the three-dimensional droplet velocity or spray velocity at impact towards
the plate in consideration with a tilt angle (γ) relative to the horizontal in a coordi-
nate system following the ship (Figs.2 and 3 in Paper II), n1 is the normal vector
of this tilting plate (Eq. (2)), lwc is the liquid water content of the spray adopted
from Zakrzewski (1987), but with a slightly adjusted constant (Eq. (3)), N is the
spray frequency, and tdur is the residence time of the spray cloud. More details
are presented in Paper II. In Paper I, one of the test models (T3) applies a differ-
ent formulation for the liquid-water content of the spray adopted from Roebber
and Mitten (1987). For this reason it was desirable to also evaluate the MINCOG
model in Paper III with a formulation that incorporates the physics of this method.
It is then assumed that lwc is a function of the wave energy flux (∝ H2s ), the square
root of wave steepness ((Hs/λ )0.5) and the wave group velocity. However, the rela-
tive velocity between the ship and the wave groups seems to be a more appropriate
variable to apply instead of the absolute wave group velocity applied in Roebber








w0 = 9.5205×10−4 kg s m−6
z ∈ [6.5,8.5] m
The constant w0 is adjusted from the weather information in Borisenkov et al.
(1975) as in the method of Zakrzewski (1987). However, a wave height of 4.25
m is applied instead of the wind-speed derived value of 3.19 m from Zakrzewski
(1987). This is the mean value between 2.5 and 6 m (sea state 5 and 6), which was
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the reported sea state during the excursion in the original reference (Borisenkov
et al., 1975). The verification scores of a MINCOG model which incorporates this
formulation are presented in the results section of the thesis, since it had to be left
out of Paper III in order to reduce the number of models and variations of models
evaluated in that paper. This model is entitled MINCOG adj (Section 3.3).
2.3.2 Heat-flux calculation
A heat balance is calculated from the heat fluxes acting on the estimated Rw in the
position at the horizontal mid-point of the almost vertical plate (γ = 85 ◦). The full
set of heat fluxes pr unit area acting on this plate may be written as:
Q f =−Qv−Qk +Qc +Qe +Qr +Qd +Qs +Qcond (5)
The fluxes on the right hand side of Eq. (5) are arranged in such a manner that
they contribute to freezing if they are positive, and negative if they contribute to
melting. These fluxes will then balance the heat released due to freezing (Q f ) on
the left-hand side of Eq. (5). A short explanation of these fluxes is as follows:
Q f - Latent heat released during freezing
Qv - Viscous/frictional/aerodynamic heating from the air
Qk - Kinetic energy of spray converted to heat in the interaction process
Qc - Convective or sensible heat flux from the air
Qe - Evaporative or latent heat flux from the air
Qr - Heating or cooling from radiation (↓↑ LW, ↓↑ SW)
Qd - Heating or cooling from the spray
Qs - Heating or cooling from snow
Qcond - The conductive heat flux through the ice
A further elaboration of these fluxes and their importance in the icing calculations
in the current study are presented in the following sections.
2.3.3 Viscous heating from the air flow (Qv)






This is a heating term which may contribute to melting. Since the ship is moving,
the relative wind speed (Wr) is applied instead of the absolute wind speed. This
term is usually neglected in marine-icing modelling. When applying values from
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the KVN data set presented in Paper II, and using these as input to the MINCOG
model with the Borisenkov spray-flux expression (Eq. (1))3, this term will provide
a maximum value of 55.7 W m−2, and in the mean 9.0 W m−2. For the extreme
case this value is in fact in the same range as the calculated mean value of the Qr
from Table 3 in Paper II (∼ 60 W m−2). However, the mean value is approximately
one order of magnitude lower than the extreme value, and neglecting this term
seems for most of the events to be a reasonable assumption.
2.3.4 Kinetic energy of spray (Qk)
Kinetic energy of the spray may be given as (Lozowski et al., 1983):
Qk = 0.5RwV 2d (7)
This energy is converted into heat, and consequently contributes to melting. This
term is also usually neglected in marine-icing modelling. If applying maximum
and mean values for Rw and Vd , as for the Qv-term4, this flux has a maximum
value of 27.2 W m−2, and is in the mean 2.2 W m−2. These values are even
smaller than the values of the Qv-term, and much smaller than the values of the
prevailing fluxes of several hundreds W m−2 (Table 3 in Paper II).
2.3.5 Convective and evaporative heat flux (Qc, Qe)
The convective and evaporative heat fluxes are the two dominating terms in the
right hand side of the heat balance equation (Eq. (5)). These terms may be ex-
pressed as e.g. (Paper II):






It is assumed that the surface temperature of the brine (Ts) is equal to the freezing
temperature calculated from the brine salinity (Sb). Based on the work of Makko-
nen (1987, 2010) it is then assumed that the brine salinity is determined only from
the freezing fraction in spongy spray ice when the sponginess factor (interfacial




3max(ha) = 86.0 W m−2 ◦C−1, max(Wr) = 37.0 m s−1, h̄a = 52.6 W m−2 ◦C−1, W̄r = 19.6 m
s−1, ra = 0.95 is a recovery factor for a vertical plate according to Horjen (1990)
4max(Rw) = 112.1× 10−3 kg m−2 s−1, max(Vd) = 26.9 m s−1, R̄w = 15.1× 10−3 kg m−2 s−1,
V̄d = 17.0 m s−1.
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Temperature changes of the brine surface with time due to changes in brine salinity
with time due to salt expulsion, as is stressed to consider according to Kulyakhtin
et al. (2016), are neglected. Brine salinity is only determined by the freezing
fraction (n) which depends on the overall heat flux calculation. If neglecting the
vertical wind and ship movement, the heat-transfer coefficient (ha) may be decom-
posed in a horizontal component parallel to a vertical plate and another horizontal
component normal to a vertical plate. The total heat-transfer coefficient are then
written as some weight of these two components according to the weight of the




hax = 6.06 |Wrx|0.82 (12)
ha = w1hax +w2hay (13)
The along-flow component is obtained from laboratory experiments for a flat plate
with a characteristic length (D) in a turbulent air flow (Rohsenow and Choi, 1961),
and the cross-flow component is obtained from CFD simulations for the heat ex-
change between the atmosphere and houses simulated as cubes with 10 m sides
(Defraeye et al., 2010). The two expressions are here adjusted for the width (D
= 4 m) of the almost vertical wall of KV Nordkapp. For the calculation of the
Qe, the saturation-vapour pressure of Bolton (1980) is applied. For the ranges of
the observed values of the icing events in the KVN data set, the fourth degree
polynomial fit of Stallabrass (1980) may also be applied. However, applying the
linearised version of Kulyakhtin and Tsarau (2014) is not recommended since it
provides unrealistically low saturation-vapour-pressure values (even negative val-
ues) for the lowermost air temperatures in the ranges of the observations from the
KVN data set (Figure 5). The salinity effect on the saturation-vapour pressure of
the brine surface is also neglected (Paper II).
2.3.6 Radiative heat flux (Qr)
In contrast to other marine-icing studies (e.g. Horjen (1990); Lozowski et al.
(2000)) the Qr-term incorporated in this study includes both longwave and short-
wave radiation (Paper II). Shortwave radiation has particularly some notable effect
in the end of the winter season when there is daylight 24-hours a day at high lat-
itudes. However, for simplicity only diffuse radiation is considered, since direct
sun-light radiation absorbed on the vertical plate will be very sensitive to the po-
sition of the ship relative to the sun and fractional cloud cover due to the low sun
angles in such events. Although the application of diffuse radiation alone is not
a reasonable assumption in clear-sky conditions in April or May, Paper IV illus-
trates that most icing events also occur in cloudy conditions. In fact, more than
75 % of 429 icing events observed in Arctic-Norwegian waters between 1980 and
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Kulyakhtin and Tsarau (2014)






hPa) and the linearised version of Kulyakhtin and Tsarau (2014)
(es = (−6803+ 27.03(Ta + 273.15))10−2 hPa) relative to the approximate range of the observed
temperature values in the KVN data (Ta ∈ [−21.2,−1.4] ◦C).
2006 have an observed total cloud cover of six oktas or more (Figure 3 Paper IV).
Longwave radation is derived from reanalysis data in order to take into account a
more realistic emissivity of the atmosphere due to among other things the vertical
change of temperature and humidity in the lowest layers of the atmosphere. Specif-
ically when the temperature and humidity are rapidly dropping with height, as is
often the case in the icing events ensuing from cold-air outbreaks, the longwave
radiation from the atmosphere would be lower than that calculated from the 2 m or
ship-observed temperature alone which is normally applied in other marine-icing
models (e.g. Horjen (1990); Lozowski et al. (2000)). The radiative heat flux is
therefore expressed as follows:
Qr =↑ LW− ↓ LW+ ↑ SW− ↓ SW
= σ(Ts +273.15)4− ↓ LW− (1−A) ↓ SW (14)
A view factor (Vf = 0.5(1+cosγ)) is applied when converting the incoming short-
wave radiation (↓ SW) towards a horizontal surface provided by reanalysis data to
the plate with a tilt of γ = 85 ◦ relative to the horizontal (Fig.2 in Paper II). In
Paper II and Paper III the longwave radiation from the sea or the ship is not con-
sidered, but this may for instance be added to the incoming longwave radiation by
introducing a weighting of these terms in the following form:
↓ LW = 0.5 ↓ LWatm +0.25σ(SST+273.15)4 +0.25σ(Ta +273.15)4 (15)
It is then assumed that the longwave radition of the atmosphere towards a horizon-
tal surface (↓ LWatm) contributes to half of the total ↓ LW on an almost vertical
plate, and that the rest is longwave radiation from the sea and components on the
ship. It is then assumed that approximately half of this rest contribution comes
from surfaces with temperatures equal to the sea-surface temperature and half of
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the contribution comes from surfaces with temperatures equal to the air temper-
ature. On the ship there may be wetted surfaces which have temperatures in the
range between these two values, so both expressions include radiation which may
stem from the surfaces on the ship.
2.3.7 Heat flux from the spray (Qd)
A general form of the heat flux from the spray or spray droplets (Qd) may be
written as (Henry, 1995):
Qd = Rwcw(Ts−Tsp) f (16)
where
f = n(1−aro)+aro
The MINCOG model in Paper II and Paper III applies a run-off parameter equal to
one (aro = 1), which is the assumption that all of the heat from the time-averaged
spray flux is cooled down to the brine-surface temperature and is contributing in
the thermodynamics. Hence, possible run-off water or splash water leaving the
surface with less heating or cooling of the brine surface is neglected. The Qd-
expression with an aro-parameter different from one follows the argumentation
from Kachurin et al. (1974) that only the part of the time-averaged spray flux that
actually freezes are fully cooled down to the surface temperature (Ts), and that the
rest of the water are only cooled down to a certain run-off temperature (Tro). In
fact, it may be shown that Eq. (16) may be written as:
Qd = nRwcw(Ts−Tsp)+(1−n)Rwcw(Tro−Tsp) (17)
where
(Tro−Tsp) = aro(Ts−Tsp)
It is therefore apparent that the aro-parameter determines the fraction of the tem-
perature difference between the surface and the spray that yields the temperature
difference between the run off and the spray. The aro-parameter is set equal to
0.25 in Henry (1995) following the values obtained from laboratory experiments
according to Kachurin et al. (1974). This implies that for freezing fractions close
to zero, just a little more than 25% of the incoming spray flux will fully con-
tribute to the heat flux term of the spray following Eq (16). For a freezing fraction
equal to one, all of the incoming spray will contribute to this heat flux. In fact,
the overall effect of adding such a run-off term, is similar to reducing the effect
of the spray flux in the thermodynamics as is done in the time-dependent models
of Horjen (1990) and Kulyakhtin (2014). In these models the Qd-term is only in-
volved during the period of spraying, and not in the periods between spraying. As a
consequence, the time-dependent models are less sensitive to the sea-surface tem-
perature than the models applying continuous spray flux without run off (Ekeberg,
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2010). However, when applying such time-dependent calculations it is assumed
that the duration time of the spray events and the frequency of the spray events are
regular and well-defined quantities. This is probably questionable assumptions. A
model including the aro-parameter equal to 0.25 was initially added to the analysis
in Paper III, but was later removed. Thus, in order to complete the analysis, the
verification results of this model is presented here in the results section (MINCOG
adj ro) along with the results from applying the alternative spray-flux formulation
without run off (MINCOG adj).
It is also worth noticing that the spray temperature (Tsp) is set to an inter-
mediate value between a calculated droplet temperature (Td) and the sea-surface
temperature (SST). The spray cloud consists namely of a combination of single
droplets which may lose considerable heat to the atmosphere during their flight
and of more dense consolidations of droplets with less heat loss to the atmosphere.
Droplet-temperature calculation is described in more detail in Paper II.
2.3.8 Heat flux from snow (Qs)
Due to challenges regarding obtaining accurate information about snow amounts,
a model which includes snow as a contributing factor to icing is not included in the
analysis of Paper I, Paper II, or Paper III. Horjen (1990) on the other hand includes
snow in the marine-icing model by the application of the formula of Stallabrass
(1979b) relating the water-equivalent snow amount to the observed visibility dur-
ing snow falls. However, since both visibility and snow amount are highly irregular
variables during snow showers in general, and particularly in these sea areas with
the possible developments of polar lows during icing (Paper I), it is not possible to
apply the observed visibility at two junctures to represent the average visibility or
snow amount during the whole event. In addition, due to the variations in "crystal
types, degree of riming, degree of aggreation, degrees of crystal wetness", and dif-
ferences between visually-estimated visibility values of day and night, there is in
most cases not a unique relationship between snow fall and visibility (Rasmussen
et al., 1999). Precipitation amount from NORA10 is presented in Paper II for the
KVN data, but the accuracy of this data is unknown. In general, it is hard to mea-
sure solid precipitation in windy conditions as in the offshore icing conditions. It is
for instance not clear how such solid precipitation sticks to a wetted brine vertical
surface. Anyhow the snow amount that sticks to a vertical surface will probably be
different than what is measured in a rain gauge with the opening in the horizontal
plane which has low catch ratios for high wind speeds (Rasmussen et al., 2012).
Despite these uncertainties a possible estimate of the water flux from the snow
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may still be provided (Nygaard et al., 2013):









RR is the accumulated precipitation amount during the duration of the event (∆t),
and PP is the precipitation intensity. Vsnow is the velocity of the snow flakes as-
sumed to be equal to the relative wind velocity in the horizontal direction and the
terminal velocity of snow flakes (Vt) in the vertical direction. Vt may be set to
e.g. 1.7 m s−1 (Nygaard et al., 2013). The heat flux from the snow may then be
calculated according to:
Qs = Rsnowcs(Ts−Ta) (19)
It is here assumed that all the snow is accumulated by the brine water, and the
possible pulsating effect of collecting snow flakes in periods of showers is fully
neglected. However, it is important to determine how much snow may be accumu-
lated by the brine surface before the brine-snow substance is saturated with snow
in which subsequent snow bounces off or blows away. It is also a challenge to
determine the resulting brine salinity and density of the resulting ice. A possible
boundary for the Rsnow is to assume that the Rsnow is always less than the time-
averaged value of the spray flux, implying that the snow amount is never more
than 50% of the total flux of water freezing. The brine salinity is then calculated
by weighting the amount of fresh water from the Rsnow and the saline sea-spray
flux (Rw) relative to the total water flux. Moreover, there is a possibility that some
of the snow will pass around the ship without hitting the vertical surface. How-
ever, for simplicity this effect is also neglected and a collection efficiency of unity
is applied. The verification scores from a model including snow amount is also
presented in the results section for the MINCOG adj model (MINCOG adj sn),
since it has been left out of Paper III (Section 3.3).
On the contrary, contributions from other atmospheric sources have been fully
neglected in the analysis. From Paper IV it is apparent that freezing rain does
rarely occur in conjunction with icing in these sea areas. On the other hand, sea
smoke or evaporation fog may be a contributing factor to icing, specifically in
conjunction with sea spray. However, the water amount from such fog is chal-
lenging to estimate accurately, and is several orders of magnitude smaller ((0.01-
0.2)×10−3 kg m−3) than those potentially obtained from sea spray (Table 2 in
Makkonen (1984a)). However, when considering fog-droplet accumulation over
several hours, the total water amount may be comparable to the time-averaged
spray flux. In fact DeAngelis (1974) describes one event in the Barents Sea with
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approximately 30 cm ice accumulation (12 inches) in 12 hours due to dense sea
smoke.
2.3.9 Conductive heat flux (Qcond)
For steady growth of ice the conductive heat flux (Qcond) through the ice layer and
into the structure may be important in the beginning of the freezing process. The





ki is the conductivity through saline-water ice which is in general lower than that
of fresh-water ice (Rashid et al., 2016). The temperature of the structure may for
instance be set equal to the air temperature (Ta). However, since Qcond is inversely
proportional to the ice thickness (h), its effect will decrease with increasing ice
thickness. In the 37 KVN events all ice thickness values are above 1 cm initially,
and only 5 events are below 2 cm in the starting juncture of the accumulation pe-
riod. According to Jessup (1985) the effect of Qcond is negligible for ice thickness
values below 1-1.5 cm.
If considering variable growth of ice during pulsed-spray condition, conduc-
tion provides an important contribution to the ice growth (Kulyakhtin et al., 2016).
The conductive heat flux will then come into play if assuming that there are peri-
ods between spraying in which the brine-surface temperature reaches equilibrium
with the air temperature with a highly saline brine-water surface. In such situa-
tions there will be temperature gradients in the ice to which heat is conducted. A
new portion of spray water with a much lower salinity than the brine-surface layer
on top of the ice, will then contribute to ice accretion both due to heat released to
the old accretion and to the net effect of the other heat fluxes considered on the
right hand side of Eq. (5). Kulyakhtin et al. (2016) argue that this circumstance is
observed in experiments conducted in Adventdalen in Svalbard at light cylinders
in situations with spray periods exceeding 30 s. As argued in Paper II, consid-
ering the fact that a time-averaged continuous spray-flux is applied in the current
study, and that the situation offshore on the vertical plate of KV Nordkapp might
be quite different from the situation in Adventdalen in Svalbard in experiments at
light cylinders, the effect of the conductive heat flux on ship-icing events are un-




2.3.10 Summary of heat fluxes applied in MINCOG
When only considering the primary heat fluxes applied in MINCOG, the full heat
equation (Eq. (5)) is reduced to:
Q f = Qc +Qe +Qd +Qr (21)
where




Spongy-ice accretion is included in the latent heat of freezing for saline water
(Lfs = 0.7L f ) by considering the arguments from Makkonen (1987). A constant
value of the ice density is also applied, although observed ice-accretion density
is highly variable (Ryerson and Gow, 2000). Since spongy ice is considered, the
density should probably incorporate brine which is stored in brine pockets before
it migrates away from the accretion. In addition, a possible inclusion of snow may
lower the density, and will further complicate the overall density calculation. The
value of 890 kg m−3 derived from Stallabrass (1980) and applied in the current
study is at least in the same ranges of the observed density values of Ryerson and
Gow (2000) (693 kg m−3 to 917 kg m−3).
The final icing rate (dh/dt) is calculated both at the start point and the end point
of the junctures in consideration, and the average icing rate is calculated from the
mean of the icing rate derived at the start and the end point when applying the KVN
data. This calculated average icing rate is compared to the total ice accumulated
during these junctures divided by the number of hours between them. An approach
in which the mean values of the input parameters are applied in MINCOG and an
icing rate calculated from these values are also tested (Paper II). However, the
latter icing rates provide worse verification scores than the scores obtained when
calculating the icing rate in the start and end point separately and then calculate
the average icing rate from these two values. In addition, when applying the icing
model in operational weather forecasting, the output parameters from numerical
prediction models, which is applied as input to the icing model, are initially derived
at each juncture and not as time-averaged values. Utilizing time-averaged variables
from numerical prediction models may of course be feasible. However, it is more
convenient to apply the parameters in the manner they are typically provided in.
On the other hand, in the categorical verification procedure for the nomograms of
Paper III the mean of the input parameters are applied as input to these statistical
methods for icing-category determination, since the mean value of two severity




2.4 Verification of icing calculations
The advantage of the calculation of exact icing-rate values (continuous icing rate)
is the fact that these are not contaminated by the thresholds selected or derived
from particular ship types. Several verification scores are considered, and in Paper
III the scores are compared to errors derived from a random-walk or naïv method in
order to investigate whether the errors are lower than errors obtained from forecasts
without skill.
The benefit of verifying the icing calculations in categories (categorical icing
rate) is the possibility of allowing for some variation inside a certain category. This
is particularly advantageous considering the notable uncertainties in both the mod-
elled and observed icing rates. In addition, it is possible to include verification of
no-icing events and compare the physical icing models with the icing nomograms
in the categorical verification approach. However, the verification may be sen-
sitive to the selected threshold values. For these reasons several variations of the
thresholds are tested both in Paper II and Paper III. A multi-categorical approach is
applied in the verification procedure by dividing the icing-rate observations in the
four categories: no icing, light icing, moderate icing, and severe icing. Although
most skill scores applied for categorical forecasts are developed for two categories
only, e.g. equtiable threat score, there are also skill scores that are applicable for
more than two categories. Since it is believed that a more complete verification
is obtained by comparing several scores, the following four scores are all applied
in Paper II and Paper III: Percent Correct (PC), Heidke Skill Score (HSS), Peirce
Skill Score (PSS), and Gandin-Murphy Skill Score (GMSS). In Paper III these
scores are also calculated when numbers are placed randomly in the selected cat-
egories with two sets of random distributions evaluated. In Paper IV only the two
categories icing and no icing are tested, hence, equitable threat score and bias ra-
tio are applied along with the scores used in the multi-categorical approach of the
other papers.
Another interesting aspect to consider is the fact that there is no generalised
standard of the thresholds for the categorical icing severity classes. Initially the
same thresholds as applied in Overland et al. (1986) are applied in the current
study (Paper II). However, it seemed also reasonable to generate new thresholds
developed for the ships in consideration (Paper III). The idea is that the forecast for
the KV Nordkapp ships may then be the reference for future icing forecasts issued
in the marine-icing warnings. Furthermore, it is discovered that the frequency of
occurrence for the icing rates above or below the selected thresholds developed
for the KVN data, are quite similar for frequency of occurrence of the icing rates
observed on the ships in the P&C and R&M data. However, the hazardousness
experienced by a particular ship encountering a particular icing severity devel-
oped from frequency of occurrence may be different for a small ship compared
to the large KV Nordkapp ship, i.e. moderate icing may be more dangerous for
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smaller ships compared to larger ships although the frequency of occurrence is the
same. Nevertheless, as emphasised in Paper III, there is at least some relationship
between the hazardousness and frequency of occurrence for severe icing for the
reference ship type in the method developed. The advantage of only considering
icing and no icing events based on the weather situation as is done in Paper IV, is
that the results probably are more ship independent and independent of the posi-








Marine icing observed on KV Nordkapp during a cold-air outbreak with a
developing polar low in the Barents Sea
Eirik Mikal Samuelsen, Sveinung Løset, Kåre Edvardsen, 2015. Proceedings of
the 23rd International Conference on Port and Ocean Engineering Under Arctic
Conditions. Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, pp. 1-
14.
Paper I is a case study of icing observations in conjunction with atmosphere and
ocean parameters recorded on KV Nordkapp during a particular trip from Tromsø
to Bjørnøya late February 1987. During the voyage KV Nordkapp accumulated
110 tons of ice based on readings from the ballast water. Icing recordings on the
vertical plate between the fore deck and the cannon deck of the ship show a to-
tal accumulation of 20 cm in 17 hours. It is discovered that this particular event
occurred during a weather situation where a synoptic low transformed into a po-
lar low (Figure 6). This polar low appears to be a popular polar-low case with a
hurricane-like form with an eye in the centre entitled in the literature as "a most
beautiful polar low" (Nordeng and Rasmussen, 1992).
The icing event is analysed and calculations made for comparison between
the observed and modelled icing rate on the vertical plate. Three different sets of
icing models are evaluated: three variants of the Overland model (O1, O2, O3),
there variants of the Modified Stallabrass model (M1, M2, M3), and three variants
of a new proposed model named Test model (T1, T2, T3) which is a preliminary
version of MINCOG. However, the test model assumes an elliptic shape of the
perimeter of the ship when viewed from above, it neglects the radiative heat flux,
it applies spray frequencies derived from fishing vessels, and it uses spray-cloud
duration time from Lozowski et al. (2000). In addition, the droplet-cooling time
is derived from a mean value between the version from Stallabrass (1980) and
the spray-cloud duration time as applied in the Modified Stallabrass model. How-
ever, the Zakrzewski (1986)-formulation of spray-cloud duration time is applied
in the Modified Stallabrass model. It is assumed that all droplets fly as individual
droplets, and the spray temperature is set equal to the droplet temperature calcu-
lated from the droplet-cooling equation of Stallabrass (1980). For simplicity the
heat-transfer coefficient applies the relative velocity normal to a cylinder instead
of to a vertical plate, and uses only the transfer associated with the flow parallel to
the plate (along-flow component).
The results show that for this particular event the Overland models and the
Modified Stallabrass models overestimate the icing rates observed at this particu-





Figure 6: Satellite images from a
)
the synoptic low at 26 February 1987 1244 UTC, and b
)
the
polar low at 27 February 1987 0418 UTC. The images are provided by NERC Satellite Receiving
Station, Dundee University, Scotland (http://www.sat.dundee.ac.uk/). c
)
illustrates MSLP
and ice-edge analyses made by the author with the bases of NORA10, of observed MSLP from the
ship and synop stations in Northern Norway and in Svalbard, and of satellite-image information.
The red crosses describe the position of the ship during 26 February 1987 in UTC or Z time.
(M3) that incorporates a time-averaging component in the spray-flux term, and
a shorter droplet-cooling time than the other versions of the model (M1, M2), is
more accurate. The different variants of the test model (T1, T2, T3) show similar
performances as the M3 when compared against the observed icing rates from this
particular event. Nevertheless, it is concluded that more evaluation is needed to
state anything certain about the evaluation of the icing models.
Some results that were not presented in the paper, but is still relevant for the
study as a whole, is a comparison between observed temperature and wind speed,
and the temperature and wind speed derived from NORA10 and Arome Arctic 2.5
km. The NORA10 and Arome Arctic data are derived from the same position and
juncture as the ship observations during the trip (Figure 7). The Arome Arctic 2.5
km model is run without data assimilation, but with ERA-Interim data (Dee et al.,
2011) at the boundary and at initial time. The applied model is a preliminary ver-
sion of the currently-applied operational version at the Norwegian Meteorological
Institute which is partly described in Süld et al. (2016). The main conclusion from
Figure 7 is that both models are overpredicting temperatures and underestimating
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Figure 7: Comparison between observed temperature (upper panel) and wind speed (lower panel),
and the 2 m temperaure and 10 m wind speed derived from NORA10 and Arome Arctic 2.5 km for
the voyage in Paper I (Figure 6).
the wind speeds (BIAS of 3.8 ◦C in NORA10 and 6.4 ◦C in Arome Arctic for tem-
perature, and BIAS of −9.6 m s−1 and −9.9 m s−1 for wind speed in NORA10
and Arome Arctic, respectively). Part of the overprediction in temperature of the
Arome model may indeed be the fact that the applied version of the model is run
without a sea-ice model, and only SST information from ERA-Interim is applied
for sea-ice information. However, there might be other unresolved inaccuracies in
the model as well. Part of the reason for the underestimation of the wind speed for
both models is a misplacement of the centre of the low in the models. It is also
apparent that the increased resolution apparent in the 2.5 km model compared to
the 10 km model does not increase the forecast skill of the aforementioned param-
eters. However, a more detailed investigation shows that the high-resolution model
has stronger winds than NORA10 near the centre of the low, but that the position
of these strong winds are located east of the ship location (not shown).
An interesting aspect of Paper I is that this particular voyage encountered the
most severe icing event documented in this sea area, at least among the ship-icing
events investigated in this phd study. This particular severe-icing trip also arose
in conjunction with one of the most severe polar-low events ever documented
when comparing the violent-storm wind speed observed on KV Nordkapp with
the wind speeds listed in a list of polar lows from Noer and Lien (2010) in the pe-
riod between the years 2000 and 2010. When comparing this event to all polar-low
events that arose from December 1999 to February 2017, this particular event will
be ranked fourth of all the polar-low events ever documented (pers.comm., Gun-
nar Noer, Senior Meteorologist/Developer in Polar Meteorology at the Norwegian
Meteorological Institute, June 2017). A possible relationship between severe icing
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and polar lows has not been previously documented, and the possible relationships
between snow fall arising along with such weather systems and icing are investi-
gated in the extension of Paper III (Section 3.3) and in Paper IV.
3.2 Paper II
Modelled and observed sea-spray icing in Arctic-Norwegian waters
Eirik Mikal Samuelsen, Kåre Edvardsen, Rune Grand Graversen, 2017. Cold Re-
gions Science and Technology 134: 54-81.
This paper focuses on all available data of icing rate from the three similar ships
KV Nordkapp, KV Senja, and KV Andenes, which are entitled the KV Nordkapp
class. In addition, 41 events with zero ice accumulation are added to the evaluation
of the icing modelling. The test model of Paper I is further developed into a model
named MINCOG. Two spray-flux expressions based on available spray data from
the literature are applied in MINCOG. The formulation based on the Borisenkov
spray data (Eq. (1)) is also applied in Paper I, but in Paper II the spray frequency
is adjusted towards a large ship. The spray-cloud duration time from Paper I is
also adjusted by finding a statistical relationship with a better fit than the verison
of Lozowski et al. (2000) by investigating the spray-cloud duration-time data from
Ryerson (1995). However, although the formulation is improved, the coefficient of
determination is still not more than 0.22, which underlines the general uncertainty
and randomness of the duration-time data. The other spray-flux expression, named
the Horjen spray-flux formulation applied in Horjen (2013), is adjusted according
to information from the Norwegian Meteorological Institute about wave heights
and wave periods during the spray-collection expedition described in Horjen et al.
(1986). Updated formulations utilising this new information provide better fit to
the measured spray amounts than those applied by Horjen (2013). A mathemat-
ical expression for the gunwale of the ship is developed and applied for droplet-
temperature and droplet-velocity calculations. The latter one is only applied along
with the Borisenkov spray-flux expression. Radiative heat flux is included in the
analysis, and for the first time short-wave radiative heat flux is incorporated in a
marine-icing model. An updated expression for the heat-transfer coefficient to-
wards a vertical plate is applied.
The main focus of the paper is to evaluate in which manner the application of a
relationship between wind speed and wave parameters in marine-icing modelling
affects icing calculation, and in which manner the use of NORA10 as input to the
model affects icing-rate calculation in general. It is concluded that the application
of wave height/wave period calculated from empirical relationships between wind
speed and wave height/wave period, derived from data obtained from other regions
than those in consideration, considerably worsen icing-rate predictions when these
are applied as input parameters in MINCOG. This result is similar for both of the
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two spray-flux formulations applied. Surprisingly the application of NORA10 as
input to the model alone obtained satisfactory verification scores when compared
to the scores obtained from using the main input parameters only from observa-
tions. However, the optimal input in MINCOG apparent from both continuous and
categorical icing-rate verification scores is the use of observations in conjunction
with NORA10 wave period and wave direction. It is believed that the observed
wave period and wave direction are less accurate than those based on reanaly-
sis data, since both of these parameters are visually estimated. On the contrary,
the application of the visually-estimated wave height seems to be superior of the
application of NORA10 wave height. A possible explanation for this apparent
incoherence is the underestimation of the wind speed in some of the events in
NORA10 (Figure 7), which will lead to an underestimation of the spray flux and
the heat-transfer coefficient. A lower wind speed will reduce the spray flux both
directly through the droplet speed, and indirectly through its effect on wave height.
Finally, it is also concluded that the application of the Borisenkov spray-flux for-
mulation in MINCOG provides more accurate results than the use of the Horjen
spray-flux formulation for these events. This is mostly apparent for low waves,
but there is also a question whether the extremely large spray-flux values apparent
for the high-wave ranges are realistic. In fact, it is interesting to notice that the
application of empirically-derived versions of the wave parameters from the wind
speed is masking the inaccuracies apparent for the Horjen spray-flux formulation.
3.3 Paper III
Ship-icing prediction methods applied in operational weather forecasting
Eirik Mikal Samuelsen, 2017. (Under second review, by May 2017) Quarterly
Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society
3.3.1 The results presented in the paper
Paper III builds on the results from Paper I and Paper II by fulfilling the evaluation
of the methods practised in operational weather forecasting including MINCOG
against the KVN data presented in Paper II. In addition, the models are evaluated
against the P&C and R&M data from several ships in order to evaluate the appli-
cability of these methods for several ship types. However, due to the uncertainty
regarding the position on the ship in which the icing is recorded in these latter two
data sets, the exact timing of the events, and the use of reanalysis data for some
parameters with cruder spatial and temporal resolution than NORA10, the results
of the evaluation of the models when applying these data sets should probably be
given less weight than the evaluation from the KVN data. Continuous icing-rate
verification and sensitivity tests are presented for six physical models, in which
four of these are variants of the Overland model. Categorical icing-rate verifica-
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tion is also applied in order to evaluate three icing nomograms that are widely used
in operational weather forecasting. These nomograms are evaluated together with
the six physical models in a multi-categorical verification approach. However,
in contrast to Paper II which applies the boundaries from Overland et al. (1986)
for icing-severity thresholds, new threshold definitions are developed between the
three categories light, moderate, and severe icing based on frequency distribution
of the icing-rate data. The new definition is mainly tuned against the KVN data, but
the proposed frequency-based thresholds follow the frequency distribution of the
icing-rate data from the other two data sets in a similar manner. However, the sup-
plementary material includes evaluation of the methods against the old thresholds,
and the original thresholds of the nomograms evaluated. Some verification scores
from some additional variants of the Modified Stallabrass model and Overland are
also included in the supplementary material.
The overall best verification scores for both continuous and categorical verifi-
cation scores are obtained by MINCOG, and a physically-based Overland model
updated from its initial version by applying a heat transfer based on the bulk-
transfer method applied for heat-transfer calculations between the ocean and the
atmosphere (see e.g. Fairall et al. (2003)). This Overland version also applies
a higher freezing fraction in agreement with the calculations from MINCOG in
Paper II, and includes formulations for both the evaporative and radiative heat
flux. The radiative heat flux is calculated in the same manner as in the MINCOG
model with longwave and shortwave radiation data derived from NORA10, but
the surface temperature of the brine is set equal to the freezing temperature of the
incoming sea water as in the other Overland models.
Sensitivity tests of the modelled and observed icing-rates for six important in-
put variables, highlight that very low air and sea-surface temperatures rarely occur
over sea areas together with high waves even for strong winds. This is further un-
derlined by extracting temperature and wave data from 145,000 ship observations
recorded in these sea areas. The observations show that wave heights above 4 m
never occurred in this data set for temperatures below −20 ◦C. A possible expla-
nation for this observed disjointedness between high waves and low temperatures
is that such low temperatures only transpire near the ice edge, cold land areas, or
even inside areas with fractional ice cover. Due to fetch limitations in these areas
when the wind blows from the packed sea ice or land areas, high waves will not
transpire even though the winds are strong. At least to the knowledge of the author
this is a result that has never been highlighted in preceding marine-icing studies.
For this reason it is preferable to apply ship-icing models or methods in operational
weather forecasting that takes this effect into account by e.g. applying wind speed
and wave height as separate input parameters.
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3.3.2 The results of the MINCOG adj model not presented in the paper
As described in Section 2.3, the MINCOG adj model and two variants of this
model: one with an added run-off parameter, and another one considering the ef-
fect of snow, are left out of Paper III. For this reason the verification scores for
these models are included here. A model which applies the updated liquid water-
content formulation of the spray flux in Eq. (4) is called MINCOG adj. A variant of
this model which includes the run-off parameter in the Qd term is named MINCOG
adj ro, and another variant which includes snow fall derived from reanalysis pre-
cipitation data is named MINCOG adj sn. Total accumulated precipitation data are
derived from NORA10 in the KVN data set, i.e. the total precipitation accumula-
tion (RR) divided by the number of hours of trip duration is applied for the start
and end point individually in order to derive a precipitation-rate value (PP). Daily-
average precipitation-rate values (PP) collected from North American Regional
Reanalysis data (NARR) are applied in P&C and R&M. NARR data are provided
by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA, and are collected from
their Web site at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/ (Mesinger et al., 2006). It
is assumed that all precipitation from the reanalysis data stems from snow.
The results of these three model variants including the result of the MINCOG
model are summarised in Table 3 for the continuous verification scores and Table 4
for the categorical verification scores. When comparing the three adjusted model
variants with the original version of MINCOG, it is apparent that the MINCOG adj
has better verification scores than MINCOG for both continuous and categorical
Table 3: As Table IV in Paper III, but for the models MINCOG adj, MINCOG adj ro, and MINCOG
adj sn not presented the paper. The original MINCOG model is also listed for comparison with the
adjusted variants of the model.
Name KVN data (N = 37) P&C and R&M data (N = 47) All three data sets (N = 84)
BIAS MAE RMSE r BIAS MAE RMSE r BIAS MAE RMSE r
† †† †† ††† † †† †† ††† † †† †† †††
Ref. 0.44 0.62 0.27 0.48 0.64 0.24 0.48 0.66 0.18
MINCOG 0.06 0.50 0.64 0.38 −0.12 0.36 0.52 0.42 −0.04 0.42 0.58 0.39
MINCOG adj −0.05 0.48 0.63 0.42 −0.18 0.40 0.58 0.32 −0.12 0.43 0.60 0.37
MINCOG adj ro 0.06 0.49 0.63 0.54 −0.10 0.42 0.56 0.31 −0.03 0.45 0.60 0.43
MINCOG adj sn 0.08 0.50 0.67 0.44 −0.09 0.43 0.60 0.25 −0.02 0.46 0.63 0.34
† Non-boldface is indicating that the mean error in the model is significantly (5% significance level) greater or
lower than zero error (BIAS = 0). Boldface is indicating that there is not enough support from the data set to
reject the null hypothesis that the BIAS in the model is greater or lower than zero (5% significance level) (see
Paper III for details).
†† The 95 % lower limit of the ordered MAE and RMSE when applying a Monte-Carlo simulation (N = 104) of
a naïv reference error (Hyndman and Koehler, 2006). Models with an MAE and an RMSE value below this
reference value, have an MASE and an RMSSE significantly lower than 1 and these values are marked with
boldface.
††† The 95 % upper limit of no positive correlation (r = 0) assuming t-distribution. Models with an r-value
marked with boldface are greater than this highlighted reference value.
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Table 4: As table V in Paper III, but for the models MINCOG adj, MINCOG adj ro, and MINCOG
adj sn not presented the paper. The original MINCOG model is also listed for comparison with the
adjusted variants of the model.
Modelname KVN with no-icing (N = 67) P&C and R&M (N = 47) All data (N = 114)
PC HSS PSS GMSS PC HSS PSS GMSS PC HSS PSS GMSS
New category definition
Ref. (unif.)† 0.34 0.11 0.13 0.19 0.36 0.12 0.16 0.33 0.32 0.09 0.09 0.14
Ref. (obs.)†† 0.42 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.53 0.18 0.18 0.14 0.37 0.10 0.10 0.10
MINCOG 0.40 0.17 0.18 0.30 0.51 0.21 0.21 0.44 0.45 0.20 0.20 0.26
MINCOG adj 0.48 0.26 0.27 0.33 0.49 0.21 0.23 0.43 0.48 0.25 0.25 0.29
MINCOG adj ro 0.45 0.23 0.25 0.37 0.45 0.14 0.15 0.41 0.45 0.21 0.21 0.29
MINCOG adj sn 0.39 0.16 0.18 0.28 0.43 0.10 0.11 0.42 0.40 0.14 0.14 0.23
† The 95 % upper limit of the ordered distribution organised from low to high of the different verification scores
when applying Monte-Carlo simulations (N = 104) assuming that the predictions are uniformly distributed
inside each category (see Paper III for details).
†† The 95 % upper limit of the ordered distribution organised from low to high of the different verification
scores when applying Monte-Carlo simulations (N = 104) assuming that the predictions are distributed in the
same manner as the observations.
icing-rate verification for the KVN data set. For the other two data sets the continu-
ous icing-rate scores are somewhat lower in MINCOG adj compared to MINCOG,
while the categorical icing-rate scores are more similar. The overall effect when all
data are merged together is better continuous icing-rate scores for the MINCOG,
while the MINCOG adj has better scores for categorical icing rates. The effect of
considering run off in the thermodynamics as described in Section 2.3.7 does not
seem to enhance most of the verification scores for all data. This is apparent when
comparing the results from MINCOG adj ro with MINCOG adj. However, the
correlation coefficient is higher with than without run off, and the GMSS score is
also higher in the MINCOG adj ro relative to MINCOG adj. In general the overall
icing rate is increased in the MINCOG adj ro model compared to the MINCOG adj
model, due to the reduced magnitude of the Qd-term from the run-off effect. For
this reason the negative BIAS in MINCOG adj for all data is reduced in MINCOG
adj ro. Evidently adding snow amount from reanalysis data in the manner it is
done here (MINCOG adj sn), is not increasing the accuracy of icing-rate predic-
tions. This may imply that snow does not have a large effect on icing, but may also
imply that the inaccuracies related to the collection of snow amounts as described
in Section 2.3, hamper the possibility of evaluating the accuracy of including snow
amounts in the model. Uncertainties related to accurate prediction of the spray-flux
amount, may also reduce the accuracy of the icing-rate predictions when including
snow in the model. An overall conclusion that my be drawn from the comparison
presented here, is that MINCOG adj obtains the best verification scores for the
most reliable data set (KVN). However, the overall quality differences between
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particularly the upper three models of Table 3 and Table 4 are generally low.
3.4 Paper IV
Weather situation during observed ship-icing events off the coast of Northern
Norway and the Svalbard archipelago
Eirik Mikal Samuelsen, Rune Grand Graversen, 2017. (Submitted, May 2017) Tel-
lus A: Dynamic meteorology and oceanography
As emphasised in the results of Paper I, Paper II, and Paper III, there are un-
certainties in the modelling of marine icing both within the models and in the
parameters applied as input to the models. In spite of these inaccuracies it is prob-
ably still reasonable to apply modelling approaches like the one in MINCOG for
short-term predictions of icing, specifically when applying wind speed and wave
height as separate input parameters as is stressed in Paper III. However, forecast
errors increase with increasing forecast lead time, and parameters near the lower
levels in the atmosphere have higher forecast errors than those at higher levels.
Thus, for predictions exceeding a couple of days it is preferable to apply fewer
input parameters than those normally applied in marine-icing models, and input
parameters obtained from levels less affected by the atmospheric boundary layer
such as at 850 hPa. For these reasons Paper IV follows a more general approach
by investigating the relationship between the weather situation and icing with em-
phasis on applying upper-air parameters for icing predictions. This is in fact one
of the methods that was popular during the 1960s and 1970s among Japanese and
Russian studies mentioned in Section 1.2.
In Paper IV icing and no-icing information from the RS-parameter in the ship
synop are utilised, and statistical relationships are developed between weather pa-
rameters and the icing/no-icing events from 17 ships operating in the Barents Sea,
the Greenland Sea, and the Norwegian Sea in the period 1980 to 2006. When us-
ing the RS-parameter for discrimination between the icing and no-icing events, no-
icing events are arising in relatively similar weather situations as the icing events,
since the icing protocol (Gr.22 in Figure 4) is only applied during icing-risk con-
ditions. However, when RS = 1 or 2 the observer has clearly noted some ice accu-
mulating at that exact juncture, while when RS = 0 such ice accumulation are not
observed. In the middle of the summer season in which icing is not an issue, the
observer does not register anything. On the other hand, there are also situations
in the winter season where there is no information about icing in the synop log.
For these reasons the RS-parameter is found to be the best available discriminator
between icing and no-icing events when not considering icing-rate severity as in
the other papers.
A comparison between the data set in consideration and a previous study of
Vasilyeva (1971) illustrates that in the present data there are more icing events en-
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suing in cold-air outbreaks and in more severe weather conditions at the surface
with stronger winds, lower temperatures, and higher waves. However, this circum-
stance may arise both due to the differences in the weather situation between these
two periods in consideration (1965-1970 vs. 1980-2006), and due to differences
among the ship types in the two data sets, i.e. the present study is investigating
data for larger ships than the fishing vessels of the Vasilyeva (1971)-study.
Furthermore, map composites of mean values of the MSLP and temperature
at 850 hPa (T850) from all these events are generated. Vertical cross sections are
derived by utilising the 40 model levels of the HIRLAM model used in NORA10.
It is shown that cold-air outbreaks from the ice is the prevailing weather situation
during icing. The mean of the MSLP field of both the icing and no-icing events
illustrates a low pressure system situated in the Barents Sea with higher pressure
in the Norwegian Sea and the Greenland Sea, and these weather systems are more
intensified in the icing compared to the no-icing events. However, when investi-
gating the weather situation in more detail it is revealed that around 10% of the
icing events transpire in mountain-wave situations near the coast of Northern Nor-
way and the Spitsbergen island in the Svalbard archipelago with a different flow
pattern. Investigations of vertical cross sections illuminate how cold air upstream
of the barrier is advected and partly accelerated downstream on the lee side of the
large-scale mountains of Northern Norway and Spitsbergen island in the mountain-
wave situations. Cross sections with humidity also indicate how the icing events in
the easterly flow over Spitsbergen occur in more humid conditions than the condi-
tions arising in the no-icing events which is an indication of more frontal activity
in the icing events.
Moreover, the results of the paper in general support the investigations of Paper
III that higher waves and stronger winds increase the risk of icing in sub-freezing
conditions, and decreasing air temperature and decreasing sea-surface temperature
do not increase the risk of icing alone in such conditions. Although the statistics are
generated for all icing event independent of the cause of icing, the study highlights
that sea-spray icing with or without snow is the most common cause of icing in
these sea areas. An interesting finding is that freezing rain has rarely occurred as
a cause of icing during the whole 27-year period on these ships. Furthermore, it
is demonstrated that the risk of icing is higher when snow is observed, either as
showers or frontal precipitation, which is underlined by cloud cover and relative
humidity observations. However, it is not clear whether the precipitation in itself or
the increased turbulence associated with showers and frontal wind intensification
are the most important factors for the increased risk of icing in these events.
For a long-term prediction model for icing potential, a combination of a cri-
terion for the temperature at 850 hPa (T850) and a criterion for the temperature
anomaly at the same level (∆T850) is suggested based on application of a logistic-
regression method on a predefined training data set which contains approximately
2/3 of the whole data set. This model obtains better verification scores than ap-
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plying criteria for 10 m wind speed and 2 m temperature, when all these variables
are extracted from NORA10 and verified against a control data set of the remain-
ing 1/3 of the data. A major drawback with this simple model is the problem of
avoiding areas near the ice edge or inside fractional ice cover in which the waves
are lower than further away from the ice edge due to fetch limitations. Hence
the risk of spray-icing is lower in these areas than such a simple model indicates.
On the other hand evaporation-fog or sea-smoke icing may still transpire in such
areas even if the wave height is low. The wind speed will then probably deter-
mine whether the evaporation fog will arise above the free-board of the ship since
the height of the evaporation fog according to Utaaker (1975) is dependent on the
wind speed. Nevertheless, it is stated that more evaluation is needed with the use
of long-term prediction prognoses with various variables to finally determine the
optimal combination of variables applicable for long-term icing predictions.
3.5 Connection between the appended papers and the aims of the
study (Section 1.3)
The different papers are developed in a sequential way. Paper I is an initial study
with both data collection and verification for one particular voyage. The MINCOG
model and the screened KVN data set of Paper II are developed by building on the
results of Paper I. Paper II generates both a more accurate prediction method for
ship-icing predictions in operational-weather forecasts, and generates a data set for
model verification. Consequently, Paper III builds on both Paper I and Paper II by
verifying all the models and methods applied in operational weather forecasting
including MINCOG. The methods are verified against the data set of Paper II, and
two additional data sets from several ship types. However, it is discovered that the
icing-rate forecasts are still fairly inaccurate, particularly for usage in predictions
exceeding a couple of days. Hence, Paper IV is developed from the basis of going
back to the earlier and more general approaches of developing simple relation-
ships between upper-air parameters and icing without considering the complexity
associated with the physical modelling of the wave-ship-interaction icing process.
Thus, the intention of Paper IV is to find simple associations between upper-air
atmospheric parameters and icing to be utilised in long-term icing predictions.
As a consequence, R1 is effectuated through the case study of Paper I and the
KVN data set of Paper II. R2 is achieved through the initial evaluation of Paper I
which is fulfilled in Paper III. The evaluation of input parameters in R3 is mainly
realised in Paper II. R4 is accomplished through the sensitivity tests of important
input parameters to icing rate in Paper III, and in a more general approach evaluat-
ing the weather conditions in icing and no-icing events in Paper IV. A short-term
icing-prediction method of R5 is suggested in Paper II with the application of new
thresholds between the icing-severity categories in Paper III. Paper IV proposes a







The main focus of this phd thesis as a whole is to investigate icing from an operational-
weather-forecasting perspective. Firstly, evaluate the quality of current methods
practised by operational weather forecasters by collecting testable icing data in
conjunction with atmosphere and ocean parameters, and secondly, develop better
forecasting methods if possible. In addition, investigate in general the relationship
between weather parameters and icing including the weather situations in which
the icing events ensue in the Arctic-Norwegian waters. It is interesting to notice
that the initial case study of Paper I, partly delves into many of these aspects. Pa-
per I sets the standard for utilising icing, atmosphere, and ocean data from the KV
Nordkapp ship, which results in the unique KVN data set presented in Paper II.
Furthermore, Paper I indicates that the Overland model and the ModStall model
applied in operational weather forecasting are overpredicting icing, which is sup-
ported by the more comprehensive verification study of Paper III. Next, Paper I
shows a possible relationship between polar lows and icing, which is supported by
Paper IV where it is highlighted that icing occurs most frequently during cold-air
outbreaks in these sea areas. The extension of Paper I illustrated in Section 3.1
of the thesis, also highlights the potential problem of applying reanalysis data or
other high-resolution atmospheric model data for icing prediction for one partic-
ular situation. However, Paper II states that this is not a general problem when
comparing the verification scores of all the KVN events applying NORA10 data
as input to MINCOG with other variants of model input.
4.2 Application of the phd study
4.2.1 Short-term icing prediction
One of the outcomes of the study is the model of MINCOG for application in
short-term predictions of icing. A preliminary version of MINCOG is described
in Paper I (T1), and this version is currently implemented in the forecasting tool
of MET Norway. As input parameters a model system is applied which is a com-
bination of numerical prediction models for the atmosphere, the ocean waves, and
other ocean variables. These three model types are at the current stage not cou-
pled, but the goal is that the icing model at a future stage uses input parameters
from a fully-coupled model system. In the Arctic region the following system of
models is currently applied: a high resolution atmospheric model named Arome
Arctic 2.5 km (Süld et al., 2016), a wave model named MyWave with 4 km hori-
zontal resolution which is a further development of the WAM model described in
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Günther et al. (1992)5, and an ocean model called Nordic 4 km which is partly de-
scribed in Lien et al. (2013)6. From the atmospheric part of the model system the
V10m, T2m, MSLP, and the RH or dew point temperature at 2 m are applied as input
to the icing model. From the wave-modelling part the Hs and Ps are used. From
the ocean model the SST, sea-water salinity (Sw), bathymetry data, and sea-ice in-
formation are all applied. It is determined to set those areas in which the sea-ice
concentration is greater or equal to 0.4 to not have a defined icing-rate value, and
those areas in which some of the input parameters are not defined will nor have
a value for the icing rate. The ship parameters vessel speed (Vs), the angle be-
tween the wind and ship direction (β ), and the angle between the wave and ship
direction (α) are all set to constants equal to the mean or the median value of the
values observed in the KVN data set described in Table 2 in Paper II (Vs = 4 m
s−1, β = α = 150 ◦). A different option is to calculate the β and α by utilising the
wind and wave direction derived from the numerical prediction models for various
pre-defined ship directions. An example of a particular prediction using the afore-
mentioned model system as input to the Overland model and the T1 version of the
MINCOG model (Paper I) is illustrated in Figure 8. This figure shows a short-term
12 h prognosis from 6 March 2017 for an area northwest of Svalbard. Since the
Overland model is more sensitive to SST than other parameters (Paper III), partic-
ularly wave height which is not applied as input to the model, it is apparent that
this model provides higher icing-rate predictions in the areas near the ice edge.
It is also noticeable that the left part of the lower-panel figure with the Overland
model displays an area with no icing in which the T1 model (upper panel) has light
icing. This circumstance occurs due to the high sensitivity of the Overland model
to SST since the highlighted area in this particular situation has an ocean stream
of relatively high sea-surface temperature towards the northwest in the Nordic 4
km ocean model. From the results of Paper I and Paper III it is believed that the
T1-model prognosis or the later MINCOG-model prognosis do provide a more re-
alistic description of the icing conditions than do an Overland prognosis in such
situations. However, the accuracy of the icing prediction is also dependent on the
quality of the model-input parameters which is not evaluated in the current study. It
should also be notable that the icing-severity thresholds are based on the frequency
distribution of icing-rate observations of the KV Nordkapp ship type, implying that
5The operational high-resolution ECMWF model is used as the atmospheric-forcing model in
the Arctic region (ECMWF, 2015).
6For the areas south of Bjørnøya a different model system is applied: the AROME MetCoOp
for the atmosphere (Müller et al., 2017), and MyWave for the ocean waves with 4 km horizontal
resolution. In some areas near the coast MyWave with 800 m horizontal resolution is applied. Winds
are derived from the AROME MetCoOp model in all these wave models. Finally, a high-resolution
ocean model named NorKyst800-ROMS with 800 m horizonal resolution is used near the coast
of Norway, and the Nordic 4 km model is applied elsewhere. Both of these two ocean models




Figure 8: 12 hour prognosis of icing from 06 March 2017 when applying a preliminary version of
the MINCOG model named T1 in Paper I (upper panel), and the Overland model from Overland
(1990) (lower panel). The thresholds between the icing severity categories proposed in Paper III
is applied for both models. The model system applied as input to the icing models is the Arome
Arctic 2.5 km model, a wave model with 4 km horizontal resolution named MyWave, and the ocean
model Nordic 4 km (see text for details). A constant vessel speed of 4 m/s and an angle between the
ship and wind of 150 ◦, which are the mean values of the KVN data in Paper II, are applied. Grey
shadings illustrate areas in which icing rate is not calculated due to high sea-ice concentration or
non-defined input parameters of the icing models.
severe icing in general should only be observed in around 10% of the icing events,
moderate icing in around 40% of the icing events, and light icing in 50% of the
icing events related to a particular position on these large ships. This implies that
the position in the front of the KV Nordkapp ship is currently seen as a reference
position on a reference ship for the severity thresholds forecasted. On the other
hand, as mentioned in Paper II, the position is only maximum 20 m from the bow
and not in the back of this 105 m long ship, and the bow shape when inspected
from the side has a similar shape as the medium-sized russian fishing vessels illus-
trated in Zakrzewski and Lozowski (1989), and the Endre Dyrøy ship illustrated in
Horjen et al. (1986). For these reasons the reference-icing observations to which
the thresholds are tuned, may be applicable for other ships as well. Furthermore,
if regularly icing-rate observations is developed for smaller ships with lower free-
boards, particularly fishing vessels, it may be possible to test whether the icing-rate
observations on this large ship are applicable for the smaller ships. If it is revealed
that the KVN-calibrated thresholds are not suitable for such ships, it is also possi-
ble to develop thresholds more appropriate for smaller ships by applying the same
techniques as in Paper III. Nevertheless, it is at least manifested in Paper III that
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similar icing-rate frequencies are experienced for the group of ships with various
sizes from the P&C and R&M data sets. Another aspect to consider is that even
though the forecast is developed for a particular juncture, the verification is based
on ice accumulation up to nine hours for the KVN data, and 12 hours for the P&C
data. For the R&M data the duration of the event is unknown. This implies that
in order for a particular ship to experience the predicted icing rate, it is assumed
that the conditions are constant some hours ahead in time. A possible solution to
this inconsistency may be to collect output values from the numerical-prediction
models with a relatively high frequency for a certain set of hours ahead in time,
e.g. three-hour intervals. Furthermore, average values of the parameters obtained
from these hours may be calculated and applied as input to the icing model instead
of only applying the values from the particular junctures. An additional possibil-
ity may then be to consider time variation in the meteorological variables during
these hours, but then the time variation in the ship movement, spray generation,
and the freezing process should also be considered. As previously emphasised,
this will dramatically increase the complexity of the model, and more icing and
spray observations need to be collected in order to verify whether such complexity
enhances prediction accuracy.
4.2.2 Long-term icing prediction
The high-resolution numerical-prediction models do not provide data for more
than a couple of days ahead. For predictions with longer time spans output from
the ECMWF model from the atmosphere and the ocean waves may be applied, and
the slower changing variables as sea-water salinity, bathymetry, and sea-ice con-
centration may be set to fixed values (both temporally and spatially constant) if the
forecast period exceeds the ocean-model forecast range. In addition, for more ac-
curate long-term predictions it is preferable to apply ensemble-prediction models
rather than deterministic models. However, as highlighted in Paper IV, instead of
doing intricate icing calculations in models with many input parameters and partly
inaccurate physical descriptions, it might be preferable for long-term predictions
to simply apply criteria of the temperature and temperature anomaly at 850 hPa to
provide an indication whether there is a risk of icing or not. Paper IV describes
how the application of these upper-air parameters are more advantageous than just
applying the freezing temperature of the incoming sea water obtained from T2m
and a threshold of around 10 m s−1 wind speed from V10m when these are derived
from NORA10. An example of predictions with T850 and ∆T850 from 22 February
2017 valid for the sea areas near the city of Tromsø is illustrated in Figure 9. If
applying a criteria for icing when T850 ≤−15 ◦C and ∆T850 ≤−4 ◦C suggested by
Paper IV, it is apparent that there is some risk of icing in the beginning of the pre-
diction period of this figure, but probably no risk or very little risk of icing for the
next 14 days. The climatology period of the T850 applied in Figure 9 is the last 30
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years from the GFS model rather than the 27-year period of 1980 to 2006 provided
by the NORA10 data in Paper IV. Thus, the exact numbers indicating icing risk
might be different when applying the GFS model than the criteria developed from
NORA10 data. Nevertheless, the figure exemplifies how such predictions from the
parameters T850 and ∆T850 may be applied. The information about the possibil-
ity of precipitation in the beginning of the prognosis along with a T850 ≤ −15 ◦C
and ∆T850 ≤ −4 ◦C, enhances according to Paper IV the risk of icing. However,
the accuracy of the precipitation prediction dramatically decreases with increas-
ing forecast lead time, and the precipitation information is probably not accurate
enough to be applicable in the end of the described forecasting period in Figure 9.
Figure 9: Example of a 15-day prognosis of temperature at 850 hPa level above Tromsø in Northern
Norway issued at 22 February 2017 provided by the ensemble prediction system of the GFS model
(NCEP, 2017) (Source: www.wetterzentrale.de). The red line visualises the mean value of
the model climatology from the last 30 years, the green line shows the operational GFS model,
the blue line describes the control run with same resolution as the 20 other perturbed runs shown
with different colours, and the white line shows the mean value of all the 21 runs. T850 values are
described on the left y-axis in ◦C. At the bottom of the figure, six-hour-accumulated-precipitation
ensemble forecasts are provided, and the values in mm are described on the right y-axis.
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4.3 Icing ensemble prediction system
For the short-term prediction of icing with MINCOG there is also a possibility to
utilise input parameters from short-term ensemble prediction models as suggested
in Paper III. It might then also be advisable to apply ensembles or different variants
of uncertain expressions or variables in the icing model as well. In the following
section some suggestions are provided how the variables or expressions applied in
MINCOG may be perturbed.
4.3.1 Spray temperature
The spray temperature may be set equal to values in the ranges from the SST
to the droplet temperature calculated from the droplet-cooling equation described
in Paper II. The droplet temperature of individual droplets may be calculated by
applying a minimum droplet cooling time equal to a minimum value of s/Wr (as-
suming a straight trajectory in the reference system of the boat), and a maximum
value equal to the expression for the spray-cloud duration time provided in Paper
II. It might also be possible in the calculation of the droplet temperature to ap-
ply the probability density function (PDF) of the observed droplet sizes from the
observations described in Ryerson (1995).
4.3.2 Spray flux
There are many possibilities for variations in the spray-flux term. For the liq-
uid water content of the spray-flux formulation derived from the spray data of
Borisenkov et al. (1975), some variants derived from Zakrzewski (1987) and Roeb-
ber and Mitten (1987) have already been presented in Paper I, Paper II, and in
Eq. (4). The formulation of the spray-water content applied in Kachurin et al.
(1974) may also be applied if assuming that the spray data utilised for the devel-
opment of this water-content expression (lwc = 10−3Hs) were collected at the deck
level, and with a similar exponential decrease with height as in the other formula-
tions. For spray frequencies it is possible to apply both the empirical formula from
Panov (1971) applied in Paper I for fishing vessels, and the formula for a larger
vessel applied in MINCOG (Paper II). For spray-cloud duration time it is possible
to apply the proposed formulation of MINCOG derived from the observed spray-
cloud duration time data of Ryerson (1995), or simply use the observed ranges
from the same data set of Ryerson (1995) (0.5 s to 6 s). Due to the uncertainty
of the time-duration data it may in fact be set to fixed values independent of the
environmental conditions. As spray speed the horizontal wind speed relative to the
vertical plate may be used, or various calculations of droplet speed from the math-
ematical formulation of Paper II for different droplet sizes. However, according
to Finstad (1995), for droplets below a value of around 0.5 mm, there is a greater
chance for the droplet to be deflected around the ship instead of hitting it. In order
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to consider this effect a collection efficiency may be added to the Rw-expression
based on the droplet size for flows around flat plates. Such an expression is er-
roneously applied in Paper I for the large droplets with sizes of 2 mm. However,
for such large droplets gravity will be more important than the effect of deflection.
Finally, it is possible to both apply a model with and without the run-off term,
and even vary the run-off term (aro) from values within the range 0.25 to 1, hence
adjusting the effect of the Qd-term as described in Section 2.3.7. Finally, it is also
possible to add the effect of snow in some of the perturbations as exemplified in
Section 2.3.8.
4.3.3 Heat-transfer coefficient
Several formulas for the heat-transfer coefficient has been evaluated in this study
(Paper I, Paper II, Paper III). All these variants including the Bulk formula sug-
gested in a variant of the Overland model in Paper III may be applied in an ensem-
ble prediction system. In addition, the proposed formulation of Kulyakhtin and
Tsarau (2014) for the heat-transfer coefficient for a 90 m wide offshore rig column
derived from CFD modelling may be applied if using D = 4 m, and the formulation
proposed by Hansen and Teigen (2015) for flows towards vertical plates based on
the formula of Defraeye et al. (2010) may also be used. Sensitivity tests of all these
variants of the heat-transfer coefficient to wind speed are provided in Figure 10
when applying the mean values of the parameters from the observations in Table 2
in Paper II for the other parameters. For the Bulk-transfer coefficient the following
expressions are plotted in Figure 10: one assuming neutral conditions as applied in
Paper III, and another version using the calculated Bulk-Richardson number (e.g.
Eq. (5.6.3) in Stull (1988)) applying the mean values of SST and Ta from the KVN
data. As illustrated in Figure 10, there are not large differences between these two
formulations, implying that the assumption of neutral conditions does not yield a
large effect on the calculated heat transfer compared to considering the unstable
static stability generated by the large temperature difference between the ocean
surface and the atmosphere. The in general main message with this sensitivity plot
is to illustrate the differences between various formulations for the heat-transfer
coefficient (Figure 10). For different angles between the wind and ship, there will
be variations in specifically the curves of the formulation of Kulyakhtin and Tsa-
rau (2014), Hansen and Teigen (2015), and Paper II. From Fig.13 in Paper III it
is suggested that there should be some sensitivity to this angle according to the
observations, but more observations are needed to clarify the exact sensitivity. The
otherwise most striking signature of the figure is the different shape of the curves
of the Bulk-formulation assuming a Reynolds-number independent flow, and the
other formulas assuming a heat-transfer coefficient approximately proportional to
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Kulyakhtin and Tsarau (2014)
Hansen and Teigen (2015)
Bulk-transfer coefficient (Paper III), Ri = 0
Bulk-transfer coefficient (Paper III), Ri = -0.3
Figure 10: Sensitivity test of different formulations of the heat-transfer coefficient to wind speed
for otherwise constant conditions using the average of the observed values in Table 2 in Paper II.
Re0.80-Re0.86 for a turbulent flow 7. Moreover, the application of the Bulk formula
does not consider the vessel speed, but assumes that the eddies that govern the heat
exchange between the ocean and the atmosphere, also will affect the heat exchange
between brine surfaces on a ship and the atmosphere when the ship is travelling
through an area with such eddies. The other heat-transfer-coefficient formulations
are suitable for calculations on more specified components of a ship on a smaller
scale, but only when assuming forced convection alone. A draw-back with the
latter formulations is that for instance variations in the surface roughness due to
changes in the surface roughness of the ocean waves are not considered as is done
in the Bulk formulation (Paper III). As a matter of fact the formulation of Defraeye
et al. (2010) is simulated over a grassland with an assumed surface roughness (z0)
of 0.03 which is quite far from the smooth ocean surface with z0 ∼ 10−4 to 10−3
(Table 3.1 Foken and Nappo (2008)). However, the roughness of the components
of the ship may increase the surface roughness for the ship-icing problem to be
closer to the grassland roughness.
4.3.4 Radiation
Different weighting of the various components important to the incoming long-
wave radiation may be applied in order to perturb the calculations (Eq. (15)). The
7The Re-numbers considered in the study are of the order 106 which is greater than a criteria
of 105 suggested by Lienhard IV and Lienhard V (2008) for the onset of turbulence in a controlled
environment. In addition, the static instability encountered during icing conditions would lead to
negative Richardson numbers and anyhow generate turbulent eddies affecting the flow.
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short-term radiation may be added for various view factors by changing the tilting
angles, i.e. from a vertical to a horizontal view.
4.3.5 Summary
Adding all this information together will then provide a super ensemble with pos-
sible probability information for a forecast of a particular icing-severity category.
However, it is a chance that the spread of such a super ensemble will be too large
to provide the needed sharpness of such forecasts. Adding more weight to the vari-
ant of the physical parameterizations applied in MINCOG compared to the other
perturbations, may be a solution for some of the terms added and may increase
the sharpness of the forecast. At least when such a model, which includes all
these model variants suggested, calculate a 100% probability of the extreme cases:
no icing or severe icing, it is a more accurate forecast, than a prediction of these
events from a deterministic icing model alone. Maybe a combination of such an
ensemble model system and a deterministic model will provide the most suitable
information for the end users.
4.4 Possible improvements
4.4.1 Wave-ship interaction derived from wave-spectrum data
Although there are many aspects considered in the current study, there are also
many aspects that are left out which might need more consideration. First and
foremost, better understanding is needed regarding the interaction between ship
and waves. In the present study simple relationships are applied which links the
significant wave height, wave period, mean wave direction, and bathymetry data,
with the spray amounts encountered on a ship with a certain mean velocity dur-
ing two junctures. Instead of applying such wave parameters developed for visual
wave-height or wave-period estimation, utilising wave-spectrum data from high-
resolution wave models may be an alternative. If measurements of wave spectra
using e.g. radar technology are feasible, such data may be combined with spray
measurements. It will then be possible to investigate if more accurate spray-flux
formulations are obtained between the wave parameters and the spray data. How-
ever, it is important that such measurements are recorded in a variety of conditions
including extremely high waves in order to establish more generalised empirical
relationships. Paper II highlights for instance how the spray-flux formulations of
Horjen (1990) and Horjen (2013) probably are not applicable outside the wave-




4.4.2 Considering ship dynamics
A major simplification in the MINCOG model is the negligence of the movement
of the ship in the six degrees of freedom on top of a pure horizontal translation.
Heave, sway, surge, pitch, roll, and yaw may considerably affect both the spray col-
lected, the droplet trajectory, and hence the droplet-cooling time, spray frequency,
and even mechanical break-off of the ice. Whether it is realistic to assume that
such effects may be incorporated in an icing model for application in operational
weather forecasting, is a different question.
4.4.3 The effect of wind-driven spray
The contribution of droplets detached from the top of the wave crest during strong
wind conditions, entitled wind-driven spray, is not considered in this study. The
application of formulas for wind-driven spray provided by Wu et al. (1984) used
in e.g. Horjen (1990, 2013, 2015) yields spray fluxes up to not more than 0.6 g
m−2 s−1 even for 30 m s−1 winds (Fig.4 Horjen (2015)). This is approximately
one order of magnitude lower than the median values of the time-averaged wave-
interaction spray fluxes calculated in the MINCOG model for various sets of input
parameters presented in Table 3 in Paper II for the Borisenkov spray-flux expres-
sion. However, the exact spray-flux amounts from wave-ship interaction icing may
be highly variable as suggested by the spray-flux derived values of the spray data
from Horjen et al. (1986) presented in Table B.1 in the Appendix B of Paper II
(0.1 to 10.9 g m−2 s−1). The calculated wind-driven spray values mentioned here
are also uncertain, and the applicability of the formulation from Wu et al. (1984)
above 7 m above the sea level is questionable according to Horjen (2015). Jones
and Andreas (2012) suggest that large spume droplets may contribute consider-
ably to freezing at an offshore rig for winds above 19 m s−1, assuming that all
droplets freeze on impact. However, Kulyakhtin and Tsarau (2014) argue that the
contribution in general from wind-driven spray is low since the droplets have high
salinity values since they are evaporating during their flight. Thus, the freezing
temperature of the droplets will be lower than a value of around −20 ◦C accord-
ing to Kulyakhtin and Tsarau (2014). This implies that the wind-spray droplets
are mostly not supercooled since they then in most instances have a temperature
above their freezing temperature. In addition, Kulyakhtin and Tsarau (2014) argue
that droplets in wind-driven spray will have low inertia and therefore most of the
droplets will be deflected around and not hitting the structure. On the other hand,
strong conclusions regarding such effects may not be drawn, since the actual turbu-
lent wind field during the statically unstable conditions in icing events are probably
different from the turbulent wind field modelled by the CFD models of Kulyakhtin
(2014). These CFD models are namely not considering convection or showers.
The evaporation effect and salinity content of the droplets must also be further in-
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vestigated in order to conclude whether the claim of Kulyakhtin and Tsarau (2014)
is correct. Therefore more observations of wind-driven droplets must be collected
in order to evaluate the properties of wind-driven spray and conclude whether the
negligence of this spray component is feasible or not. For the empirically-derived
spray-flux formulations applied in the current study, it is believed that possible
wind-driven spray is partly included in such formulations due to the fact that all
types of spray collected during the excursions are probably incorporated in such
spray data. However, since neither the spray data of Horjen et al. (1986) nor that
of the Borisenkov et al. (1975) were recorded in conditions for winds above 19 m
s−1, there might be a higher contribution from this type of spray for stronger winds
than the applied formulations take into account. This may in particular be a fact
if rising motion and turbulence in conjunction with showers or mountain waves,
e.g. in hydraulic-jump features downstream of the sometimes observed downslope
windstorms during offshore flows at the coast of Northern Norway (Samuelsen,
2007), may lift larger droplets to even higher elevations than what is suggested by
the spray-concentration formula of Jones and Andreas (2012).
4.4.4 Data collection
Spray and icing data for various parts of the same ship should be measured with
higher precision. Both the spray and icing amount may vary considerably both hor-
izontally and vertically for the ship in consideration. In order to be able to develop
better models for both the spraying and the icing of a ship, all these parameters
should be measured at various locations on the ship in conjunction with weather
and ocean parameters in order to investigate the horizontal and vertical differences
in these variables for a vast range of weather conditions. If this is achieved it will
be possible to establish more accurate empirical relationships between the weather
parameters and the spray amounts collected and frozen. The salinity of the spray
should also be measured in order to derive the amount of fresh water mixed into
the spray either from evaporation fog or snow. Turbulent measurements with for
instance high-frequency three-dimensional sonic anemometers in order to extract
eddy-flux covariances at various location on a ship, may be used for more accurate
heat-transfer estimations.
4.4.5 Combining numerical prediction models for the atmosphere and ocean
with CFD models
Finally, an additional idea is to utilise the temporal and spatial variation in the
numerical-prediction models of the meteorological society as input to the CFD
models of the engineering society to calculate icing on ships or structures at spe-
cific locations. This may be done if it is possible to update the boundaries of the
CFD with data from the numerical prediction models of the atmosphere, ocean-
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wave, and the ocean from the new position of the ship at a future time step.
However, more interdisciplinary research between meteorologist and engineers are
needed in order to run such model systems. Vast amount of resources and close
collaborations between researchers associated to both environments are probably
needed for such projects to succeed in order to secure better data collection and




Ship-icing issues have been investigated for more than 60 years, and will probably
be further investigated for many years in the future as long as shipping sustain in
cold marine climates. Although better and less cost demanding de-icing techniques
may reduce the risk of icing at sea, total sheltering of sea-spray in conditions with
extreme winds, waves, and low temperatures is difficult to achieve. A recent ex-
perience by the Norwegian Coast Guard encountering storm conditions and high
waves in temperatures as low as −19 ◦C in the Barents Sea, is that spray icing is
still encountered on their modern ice breaker KV Svalbard with mounted heating
cables in such weather conditions (yr.no, 2017a). In the weather windows and after
the icing episode the soldiers had to hammer the ice lose with mallets as the one in
Figure 1 in the old-fashioned way and throw the ice lumps off the ship (Front-page
illustration).
A major conclusion from the study as a whole is that it is possible with simple
adjustments to the methods applied in operational weather forecasting to generate
a model with higher accuracy. More detailed findings, contributions, and conclu-
sions extracted from the study may be listed up as follows:
• A unique data set is generated with both icing data and necessary input pa-
rameters for application in model verification. This is probably the most
comprehensive data set ever applied in icing modelling.
• A completely new model for application in operational weather forecasting
is developed. This model is entitled MINCOG and is adjusted and evaluated
against icing-rate observations on a particular position on the KV Nordkapp
ships.
• Unprecedented thresholds for the icing-severity categories based on fre-
quency of the icing-rate data are derived. Interestingly the old nomogram of
Mertins (1968) achieves higher verification scores when these new thresh-
olds are applied compared to the scores obtained from using its original
thresholds.
• Wave parameters like significant wave height and wave period derived from
empirically-based relationships between wind speed and these parameters
should be avoided in icing-modelling approaches.
• The Overland (1990) model which is widely applied in operational weather
forecasting, greatly exaggerate icing-rate predictions and should be replaced
by other methods. The reason for this overprediction is in fact that the appli-
cation of this model, although the model is claimed to be empirical, is similar
to applying a model with an unrealistic large heat-transfer coefficient. This
effect is in most regions partly masked by a very large heat flux from the sea
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water, due to an assumption that only a small fraction of the incoming sea
water freezes. However, for low sea-surface temperatures extreme values
for icing rates are encountered. Although it is stated by Overland (1991)
that the model may not be applied in areas which are not open ocean, and
applied only for forecasting icing in categories, the model challenges is still
apparent specifically when numerical prediction models are applied as input
to the model. It is also found that there might be an underestimation of icing
in areas with relatively high sea-surface temperature due to the heat in such
conditions from the vast amount of water estimated by the model (Figure 8).
• Notable improvement of the Overland model is apparent when using a phys-
ical model with a heat-transfer coefficient calculated from a bulk-transfer
coefficient for the heat exchange between the ocean and the atmosphere,
adding the effect of evaporative and radiative heat fluxes to the model, and
using a higher freezing-fraction value based on model calculations from the
MINCOG model.
• Wind speed, wave height, and the angle between the wind and ship direc-
tions are the most important parameters for icing predictions in sub-freezing
conditions. Observations of icing show that low air-temperatures are mostly
an important factor in relationship with these parameters, and not alone,
when considering already sub-freezing conditions.
• High waves (Hs > 4 m) and very low air temperatures (Ta < − 20 ◦C) are
rarely observed in conjunction, implying that nature sets a limit to the de-
gree of wave-ship interaction icing that may arise at sea. For this reason
models that are not using wave height as a separate input parameter will
exaggerate icing-rate predictions in fetch-limited regions for strong winds.
This is a highly unprecedented result, and explains why there is a drop in
both the severity of icing for low air temperatures (Lundqvist and Udin,
1977), and why the frequency of icing compared to no-icing is lower at such
temperatures. This contradicts some claims in the early literature presented
in Shellard (1974) that sea-spray droplet freezes in the air before hitting the
superstructure of a ship at a temperature below−18 ◦C as an explanation for
the observed drop in severity and frequency of icing at low air temperatures.
• Sea-spray icing is the major cause of icing in Arctic-Norwegian waters, but
the presence of snow showers or frontal snow increases the risk of icing.
However, it is uncertain whether the increased turbulence associated with
the presences of fronts or showers, or the snow amount and the cooling
effect from the snow fall by itself, are the most important factors for this
increased risk apparent in this study. One of the reasons for this uncertainty
is that accurate model calculations of the effect of snow fall on icing and
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accurate and quantifiable snow amounts derived from observations at sea
during icing events are both difficult to obtain.
• Sea-surface temperature has limited effect on icing as long as the sea-surface
temperature is in the ranges observed in Arctic-Norwegian waters. In fact
it is observed that icing arises in areas with a slightly higher sea-surface
temperature than areas without a registered ice accretion derived from the
synop code. Although a lower sea-surface temperature may reduce the spray
temperature, and therefore potentially generate more freezing, other more
important factors like high waves or the occurrence of showers transpire in
areas with higher SSTs.
• Icing in Arctic-Norwegian waters occurs most frequently in weather situa-
tions with cold-air outbreaks from the ice. However, around 10% of the icing
events ensue in mountain-wave conditions offshore of Northern Norway or
the Svalbard archipelago. Polar-low conditions may favour the appearance
of severe icing, due to the appearance of strong winds, high waves, low tem-
peratures, and heavy snow fall in such conditions.
• Applying thresholds of T850 ≤−15 ◦C and ∆T850 ≤−4 ◦C are suggested for
long-term predictions of icing. It is shown that this method is more accurate
than applying criteria for T2m and V10m for icing predictions.
• Some of the results in this study may be different when using other ship
types with different bow shapes and free-board heights than those of the ap-
plied ships. Thus, more icing observations from other ship types are needed
to confirm the validity of these results for other ships.
• Uncertainty in the modelling and prediction of ship icing is high. Hence,
more high-quality observations of sea spray, snow fall, icing, turbulence,
and waves are needed in order to investigate the current challenges in more
details, and verify the modelling approaches proposed by this and other stud-
ies.
Finally, both the short-term and long-term prediction models presented in the study
may be incorporated in an ensemble prediction system. For a particular icing-
prediction model it is possible to vary both the input parameters and the physical
parameterization applied in the model. Such an ensemble prediction system may
provide the officer of a ship an early warning a couple of days or even weeks
ahead of the risk of icing and the probability of the growth rate of icing. If such
information is utilised in the best possible manner, it may provide to be a useful
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